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Abstract

Two tills are readily identi-f i able in central Southern

Ontario, a very stony, loose deposit o-f variable matrix

(Dummer till) and a moderately stony, fissile and compact

deposit that is more homogeneous (drumlinized till). The

quantity o-f Precambr i an, Paleozoic and Shadow Lake Formation

(Paleozoic) rock types were determined and corresponding

isopleth maps drawn. The changes in lithology content occur-

red in the direction o-f transport, there-fore, compositional

isopleths o-f till may be considered equipotential lines for

the reconstruction of glacier flow paths.

Areal gradations of drift lithology indicated that the

prime agents of dispersal were ice and glacial meltwaters.

The down-ice abundance trend of till components indicated a

dispersal pattern showing the concentration of a given

lithology type peaking within a few kilometres of the source

followed by a rapid decline and thereafter, a more gradual

decrease with increasing distance. Within the esker

deposits, igneous rocks may form the major component and can

extend further onto the limestone plain than in the adjacent

till.

Evidence is presented that indicates the "style" of

dispersal was one in which glacial ice may have been strongly

influenced by local bedrock topography and the regional

structural trends. The ice tended to follow pre-existing

valleys and lows, depositing till composed mainly of local

bedrock. Gradations in Paleozoic clast content showed that
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the local bedrock lithology became the primary till component

within 3 km of down-ice transport.

Evidence is presented that indicated the last glacia-

tion may have occurred as a relatively thin ice mass, follow-

ed by stagnation and recession. No evidence of a late-

glacial re-advance was found within the study area. Because

of the lack of a contact between the Dummer and drumlinized

till, and because of results showing gradation of the Dummer

till into the drumlinized till (as indicated by lithology

content and grain size), it is suggested that no re-advance

occurred.
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INTRODUCTION

Purpose and Scope of Study

The project was undertaken to investigate Ouaternary

glacial dispersal of bedrock and other glacially derived

materials in central Southern Ontario (Fig. la). The area

was selected on the advice of Dr. W.W. Shilts, of the

Geological Survey of Canada, because of his findings that

indicated high carbonate contents in the less than 0.063 mm

fraction of till and washed-stratif ied deposits north of the

present study area.

Study area selection was determined by its proximity to

the Precambrian and Paleozoic bedrock contact. This prox-

imity to distinctively different rock types and a well

defined contact area allowed good control in the interpre-

tation of the lithologic composition of till and washed-

stratified deposits.

The primary objectives of this project were (1) to

determine the dispersal of bedrock lithologies in glacial

sediments within the study area, and (2) to find the down-ice

abundance trends of components in order to arrive at a

general model of the style of glacial dispersal. Related

objectives were (1) to determine the mode of origin of the

Dummer moraine, and (2) to apply the model of Boulton,

Weertman and others, for glacial processes and the develop-

ment of glacial bedforms within the study area.

In some of the literature concerning ice flow directions

there »rm suggestions that although the present evidence
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indicates a general direction of ice flow from north-east to

south-west, there exist traces of a flow from south to north

(Holmes, 1952; Gravenor, 1957; and others). These suggest-

ions are based on physiographic evidence of drumlins that

point in the "wrong" direction (Sravenor, 1957; Chapman and

Putnam, 1966); glacial striae that indicate a direction of

ice movement to the north, north-west and west out of the

Lake Ontario basin (Dreimanis and Vagners, 1971; Leyland and

Mihychuk, 1983; Prest, 1971), and pebble lithology components

of till that have been interpreted as indicating an ice dome

centered over the Lake Ontario basin (Holmes, 1952).

Location, Access and Setting

The study area (Fig. la) is located in central Southern

Ontario consisting of the Campbellford (31C/5) , Tweed

(31C/6), Kaladar (31C/11), and Bannockburn (31C/12) N.T.S.

map sheets. The map-area lies between Latitudes 44*15'N and

44*45'N and Longitudes 77*00' W and 7a"00'W. The study area

consists of part of Frontenac, Lennox and Addington, Hastings

Northumberland, and Peterborough Counties. The area covers

about 4814 sq. km.

Access to, and within, the map-area is excellent in the

southern portion and good in the northern portion. Provincial

highways service the area both in a north-south (as shown by

No. 62, 41, 37, 30, 14) and an east-west (No. 7) direction.

In g*n«ral , secondary roads are well developed; however,

large sections of land ara serviced only by hydro trans-

mission line roads and unmaintained local access roads. The

(5)
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hydro and local access roads occur predominantly in the 3.rea

north of Latitude 44* 30'

.

The relief on the land surface is irregular with numer-

ous rounded hills and ridges of glacial drift or bedrock.

There are ridges, of thinly drift covered rock, trending

northeasterly parallelling the regional f ol iation-gnei ssosi ty

of the Clare River Synform (Wolff, 1982) and other such

features. For the most part, the relief is due to the under-

lying bedrock and the modifications imposed by glaciation and

the action of overriding glaciers. For example, in the a.re3^

of Paleozoic limestones there is a mantle of deep overburden

in all but some marginal areas. This is in contrast to the

shallow, discontinuous, sandy mantle on the rocks of the

Canadian Shield.

Bedrock exposures are abundant in the northern, Canadian

Shield, portion of the map sheet. Zones reaching up to 80'/.

outcrop present special problems in sampling. Fewer bedrock

exposures are found in the areas of Paleozoic sedimentary

rocks of the southern portion of the map sheet.

All waterways within the study area drain south or

southwest (Fig. lb). The eastern portion is drained south

by the Salmon River. The northeastern portion is drained

southwesterly by the Skootamatta River feeding the Moira

River drainage system. The central and northern parts of the

map-area represent the highlands separating the Skootamatta

and Moira River, and the Beaver Creek and Crowe River

(6)
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systems. The latter two systems drain the northwestern and

western portion o^ the map area. In the southwestern corner

drainage is by way o-f the Trent River system.

Previous Work

Studies o-f dri-ft lithology and drift components have

been conducted by a number of workers from diverse and widely

spaced areas. MacClintock (1933) used pebble counts to

establish the source areas for Nebraskan and Kansan tills in

south-central Illinois. Lundqvist (1935) investigated the

pebble composition of drift in Sweden. Holmes (1952) studied

the drift lithology of west-central New York and found

relationships between the distribution of certain rock types

and the influence of local bedrock and bedrock topography.

Pebble and sand grain counts were used by Anderson (1957) to

determine the provenance of six Wisconsin glacial lobes in

the Central Lowlands just east and west of Lake Michigan.

Sranulometric and petrographic studies of till were used

by Svantesson (1976) to solve various problems connected with

till composition and the course of the ice recession in

Gotland, Sweden.

The Geological Survey of Canada has made numerous

studies on till components and their distribution,

entrainment and deposition (Kaszycki and Shilts, 1979;

DiLabio and Shilts, 1979; Shilts, 1975; and others). In

these studies, distinctive rock types and various other

components of till were used to estimate average amounts of

erosion, the nature of entrainment and transport processes
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within or around a glacier. Till, as a medium used for

exploration purposes, has been well documented by Shi Its

(1975)

.

Davis (1958), in his study of the coarse fraction

(> 1mm) of Kansan till, outwash and recent alluvial deposits

in Missouri and Kansas, showed that the lithology of the

sediments varied with the size distribution examined. For

recent alluvial deposits, the difference between lithologies

of sized and unsized samples of the same formation were found

to be large (25 percent or more). However, the variations in

lithology for the coarse fraction of till was found to be

only about 5 percent with a marked lithologic change in the

2mm to 0.0<b3mm range. For sizes larger than 4mm the

lithologic change is small. Although this contrast in size-

lithology variation may represent a fundamental difference

between till and alluvial gravel, the use of a restricted

grade size is desirable for pebble counts.

Shepps (1953) found that sand-silt-clay ratios could be

used to differentiate tills of Tazewell, early Gary, and late

Gary ages. Till samples, of known age, were analyzed and the

sand-si It-clay ratio plotted as three distinct groups on

ternary diagrams overlapping slightly for the early and late

Gary classification. Mechanical analyses were determined for

unknown samples and classified on the basis of their inclu-

sion within the previously determined area of variability

for each of the ages on a ternary diagram. His findings

indicated a fair degree of homogeneity within each till sheet
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except -for the late Gary till which showed considerable

textural variability. This apparent heterogeneity was shown

to be attributable to the three lobes that constituted the

late Gary ice advance. The study, in general, indicates that

multiple tills become successively finer grained upward in

section and that there is textural homogeneity within till

sheets.

Gross and Moran (1971), in their study of tills within

the Allegheny Plateau, found feldspars decreased regularly in

the direction of ice movement with a corresponding increase

in sand content in the same direction. Stratigraphic

sequence investigations indicated a gradation, from older to

younger, of a coarse-grained and potassium feldspar dominant

to a fine-grained and plagioclase dominant composition.

These gradations in composition were the result of progres-

sive dilution of a fine-textured, feldspar

—

rich (plagioclase

dominant) parent material by a coarse-textured, quartz-rich

debris derived from Paleozoic clastic rocks. Areal grada-

tions in till composition reflected greater incorporation of

bedrock material with increased distance of transport;

vertical gradations in till compositions reflect greater

incorporation of bedrock material near the base of the till

sheet. Differences in mean composition among the various

till shsats reflected decreased influence of local bedrock

as it was progressively mantled by successive drift sheets.

They also found that more than 50% of a local till sheet

(Titusville Till) was derived from within 32 km (20 mi.) of

(10)





the site o-f deposition. Because o-f compositional changes

that occur in the direction of transport they consider

isopleths as equipotential lines for the reconstruction of

glacial flow lines.

Drake (1971), in east-central New Hampshire, investi-

gated two readily identifiable superimposed tills; an upper

stony, friable, and sand lensed till, plus a lower compact,

homogeneous, and platy structured (fissile) till. These

tills were classified as ablation till and basal till

(lodgement ?) respectively and their origin was determined by

pebble alignment, mechanical analysis, internal structure,

and pebble morphology. The differences between the two tills

were not due to lithologic variations, nor were they clearly

distinguished by mechanical analysis because of an overlap of

grain size distribution between the lower till, upper till,

and washed stratified deposits.

Pebble lithologies were found to be similar in the two

tills and reflected the underlying bedrock or lithologies

found slightly north of the sample sites. Indices of

weather abi 1 ity (ratio of rotten to competent pebbles),

tenacity (crushing susceptibility), erosion (durability of

bedrock as revealed by topographic expression), and striation

(ratio of striated versus nonstriated pebbles) were also

investigated. The resultant data showed no significant

differences in overall lithologic content suggesting a common

and local source area.

Mechanical analysis, in general, indicated a coarsening

(11)





texture -from the lower till (fine sand) to upper till <very

coarse sand) to washed stratified deposits (granule).

Although some distinction is indicated by a regular trend

from fine to coarse grade sizes there is sufficient overlap

(Drake, 1971; figure 7, page 82) to suggest a continuous

transition between the sediment classifications.

Within the study area proper, several Quaternary geology

reports, maps and preliminary reports have been published

(Mirynech, 1962, 1967; Leyland and Mihychuk, 1983). Chapman

and Putnam (1966) published a report that included the study

area which describes the physiography and glacial history of

southern Ontario (Fig. Ic).

Detailed soil reports have been published for Lennox and

Addington, Northumberland, and Hastings counties (Gillespie

et al., 1962, 1963; Hoffman and Acton, 1974). These reports

were used to compile a modified and generalised surficial

deposits map (Fig. 2).

Bedrock reports and maps have been published by numerous

authors dating back to 1853 for the Kaladar area (Wolff,

1982). Many of the Precambrian bedrock reports are of an

economic nature and published through Ontario Department of

Mines (now Ontario Geological Survey) or Geological Survey of

Canada. Paleozoic bedrock reports have been published by

Liberty (1963), and Winder (1955). More recently, Carson

(1980) has published a preliminary Paleozoic map of the

Bannockburn-Campbel 1 f ord and adjacent areas. These and other

previously published bedrock maps were used to compile a

(12)
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generalized bedrock map of the study area^. The primary

purpose of the bedrock map (Fig. 3) is to identify the

various bedrock lithologies within the study area and to

delimit the potential source areas for Precambrian and

Paleozoic lithologies.

Methodology

Field Procedures

Samples of till and stratified deposits were collected

from natural and man-made exposures throughout the study

area. Sample sites and sample types were chosen if the

samples were till, ice contact stratified drift, or stone

pile (grab sample) counts. The availability of suitable

sample types at a given locality as well as the desire to try

and achieve a uniform sample distribution was taken into

consideration when choosing collection localities.

Sample coverage was more or less parallel with, and

perpendicular to, ice flow direction and as closely spaced

as possible. However, due to the scarcity of e>;posures in

some areas, an ideal distribution could only be approximated.

A total of 449 samples of various materials were collected

and studied (Table 1), (Appendix I).

Location of sample sites were accurately marked on

National Topographic Series maps at the 1:50000 scale. This

scale was used for purposes of field work and for later

compilations and reductions of the map sheets.

At several localities measurements of oriented clasts,

(14)





Table 1.

Sample Parameters

Total number o-f samples 449

Till Samples

1. Number o-f till samples 165
2. 7. of total samples 36.75"/.

3. Mean Paleozoic content 83.43X
4. Mean Precambrian content .16.56X

Grab Samples

1. Number o-F grab samples 136
2. •/. of total samples 30.297.
3. Mean Paleozoic content 63.92'/l

4. Mean Precambrian content 36.07%

Washed-Stratif ied Deposit Samples

1. Number of washed-strati f ied samples 148
2. 7. of total samples 32.967.
3. Mean Paleozoic content 64.01%
4. Mean Precambri an content 35. 327.
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beds, and other directional indicators were collected. These

measurements o-f stratified deposits, however, were only of a

cursory nature. Their main purpose being that of a general

indicator of the directions of sediment transport.

Till and washed-stratif ied deposit samples of about 5 kg

were collected from a single part of the exposure. At all

exposure sites, the section description, the section height,

field description of samples and sample location within the

section were noted. The depths from which these samples were

collected depended upon local conditions. Factors such as

depth to bedrock, compactness, stone content, and the grade

size of the stone content influenced the choice of sample.

The samples collected were from a depth of no less than 29

cm. This minimum depth for sampling occurred in some areas

of thin drift, both on the Canadian Shield and on the

limestone plains.

Field notes consisted of site descriptions and a number

of general descriptors to aid in the interpretation of labor-

atory generated data. Numerous sketches and photographs were

taken to aid description and interpretations.

Stone pile counts

Some sample sites consisted of stone piles that were

created as a result of field clearing operations. These

samples, designated by the letter R after the sample locality

number, were noted only as to their Paleozoic and Precambrian

rock content.

The sample selection process consisted of determining

(16)





the extent of the rock pile <many were formed into fence rows

of dumped piles) and selecting the most representative por-

tion on the basis of grade size, its representativeness of

the immediately surrounding Arsa and its representativeness

of a more ex tented area. The percent Paleozoic and Precam-

brian content was determined by randomly selecting 100 stones

or less from one portion of the rock pile and removing them

to a clearing. These were subsequently subdivided as to the

Paleozoic and Precambrian rock content; the Paleozoic rocks

were further subdivided into the percent Shadow Lake Forma-

tion and an undifferentiated group of rocks composed of Gull

River and Bobcaygeon Formation rocks. This latter group was

signified as "OTHER" (Appendix II).

The size of boulder used was generally about 29 cm in

diameter, but, on occasion some larger sized boulders had to

be used. None were larger than 120 cm in diameter, however,

these were not removed from the stone piles; instead they

were marked with a dab of paint to prevent being counted more

than once. These stone piles were often the only reliable

source of data available in some areas and usually represent-

ed an area in the order of hectares. At some localities

these counts represented the average of two or more counts

within a distance of 100 metres.

To estalish the reliability of the stone pile data cor-

relational testing was used (Table 2). Comparison of data

obtained from stone pile counts was correlated with data from

in situ samples located within a 1 km radius of the stone

(17)





Table 2.

Comparison o-f Rock Pile Counts to Lab Analysis o-F Adjacent
Samples

Rock Pile Counts

Sample Type '/. Paleozoic

Adjacent Samples

Sample Type '/. Paleozoic

033R





Table 2. (cont'd)

Rock Pi





pile. Reliability was established at the 0.01 level of

signi f icance.

At randomly spaced intervals samples of loose surface

rubble were collected in addition to normal in situ samples.

Laboratory results between these two sample types were then

compared by means of correlational testing. Reliability be-

tween these two sample types (Table 3) was shown to be sig-

nificant at the 0.02 level.

Laboratory procedures

Laboratory analyses (Lambe, 1951; McDonald and Kelly,

1968) that were routinely performed were: (1) separation of

the >6mm, <6>4mm, and <4mm fractions; and (2) lithologic

analysis of the <6>4mm fraction, and (3) sand-silt-clay

ratios of selected samples (Appendix III).

The restricted grade size of <6>4mm (Davis, 1953)

allowed easy identification of lithologies with limited

equipment. The use of a 10X magnification with a good light

source would have greatly enhanced the efficiency and

accurracy of the mechanical categorising of the samples. To

assist xn the identification of lithologies that comprise

this size grade, several samples needed more than the usual

washing with tap water; this procedure was continued until

only the bedrock clasts remained. All aggregates were dis-

persed by repeated hand stirring with a glass rod and wash-

ing. Between stirring and flushings with tap water, the

sample was allowed to soak for up to 30 minutes to aid in the

disaggregation of till aggregates.

(20)





Table 3.

Comparison of Surface Rubble Samples to Lab Analysis of
Samples Taken at the Same Location.

Surface





Some samples were -found to have a coating of calcium

carbonate, cementing many particles of various sizes forming

an aggregate in the desired grade size. Also, many samples

had a tan coloured coating covering the clasts. These were

removed with washing and digestion in 10'/. hydrochloric acid

solutions. The washing procedure was repeated until all

clasts were loose and identifiable. The volume of acid used

was usually < 150ml; enough acid was introduced into the

beaker to cover the total sample volume. This volume varied

depending on sample size.

The percent Paleozoic, Precambrian, and percent Shadow

Lake Formation (Paleozoic) were then determined. The

oriented clast measurements were plotted as mirror-image rose

diagrams using the procedure outlined by Selley (1976). The

bulk samples used for textural analyses were examined for

sand-silt-clay content using a modified Wentworth scale. The

choice of grain size sample was limited to a few samples from

each of the major categories; till and its matrix variation,

Paleozoic or Precambrian content, sand, and sand and gravel

samples and their matrix variations. The average weight of

pebbles yielded from the original sample is 50 grams. The

samples were sieved to separate the >6mm, <6mm>4mm, and <4mm

fractions; these were weighed, noted and recorded. The

<6mm>4mm fraction was washed with water to remove the fines

and later treated with 10% HCl or Ammonium oxalate, as

required for the removal of carbonate coatings, carbonate

cemented fines on the clasts, and for the removal of iron

(22)





oxide coatings from several samples. A comparison of till

and washed-stratif ied deposit samples were made for litholo-

gical similarities or differences, these being used in the

construction of isopleth maps for the lithologies previously

indicated.

(23)





BEDROCK GEOLOGY

General Statement

The study -for provenance of glacial dri-ft units requires

the inclusion of a description of the rock types present in

the bedrock. This data must include the area being studied

as well as the region up-ice from it. The lithologic

relationships are illustrated in Table 4.

Precambrian rocks within the study area (Fig. 3) have

been mapped by Hewitt (1962, 1964), Shaw (1962), Lumbers

(1969), Wolff (1982), and others. Rock types in the area

include crystalline limestone, quartzite, marble, gneiss,

granite, syenite, and other plutonic, intrusive, metased-

imentary and metavolcanic rocks. Some Precambrian rocks of

granite gneiss composition "protrude" through the Paleozoic

cover as monadnocks which vary in length and relief (Liberty,

1967)

.

Paleozoic rocks of Middle Ordovician age lie within the

southern portion of the study area. No rocks of Cambrian age

have been reported within the study area. Liberty (1967)

reports the Shadow Lake Formation as Middle Ordovician on the

basis of continuous sedimentation between it and the over-

lying Gull River Formation of known Middle Ordovician age.

He also reports field evidence of a hiatus between the

Shadow Lake Formation and the underlying Potsdam Formation.

(24)





Table 4.

Table of lithologic units of central Southern Ontario
(compiled after Liberty, 1967; Hewitt, 1964; and Wolff, 1982)

PALEOZOIC

Ordovician (Middle)

Simcoe Group

Lindsay Fm.
not exposed in study area

Verulam Fm.
not exposed in study area

Bobcaygeon Fm.
1 imestone

Gull River Fm.
1 imestone

Basal Group

Shadow Lake Fm.
shale and arkose

unconf ormi ty

PRECAMBRIAN

Plutonic Rocks

diabase, andesite, granite gneiss,
syenite, granodiori te, gabbro and
metagabbro, anorthosite, amphibole

Metasedimentary Rocks

quartzite, schists and gneisses,
marble, amphibole schists and gneisses

Metavolcanic Rocks

basic volcanic rocks, greenstone,
pillow lava, amphibolite
rhyolite and associated acid volcanics
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Precambrian Features

The Precambrian of Southern Ontario includes a variety

of rocks with contrasting deposi tional , structural, and meta-

morphic histories. The Laurentian Region of the Canadian

Shield is an old erosional surface (Fig. Ic). These high-

lands, composed of various fold belts, plutons, metasedimen-

tary and metavolcanic regions, extend south of the Ottawa

River and include a spur of Precambrian rocks that cross the

St. Lawrence River into the United States (Bostock, 1971).

These Precambrian rocks of the Frontenac Axis are east of the

study area. In general, the metamorphic grade is medium to

high, generally increasing to the north. Most of the

Precambrian rocks are highly folded, metamorphosed, grani-

tized, and faulted (Hewitt, 1964).

The main fold axes, which generally trend northeast,

were refolded by west- to northwest-trending crossfolds.

Fold styles change with increasing grade of regional meta-

morphism and with the major rock types involved in the

folding (Shaw, 1962; Hewitt, 1962; Lumbers, 1969; Wolff, 1982

Wynne-Edwards, 1967). Wolff (1982) details the geology

within the eastern half of the study area.

Palvozoic F*«tur»s

Resting unconf ormably on the underlying erosional

surface of the Canadian Shield, the Paleozoic strata of the

St. Lawrence Lowlands (Fig. 3) gently rise from Lake Ontario

(75m asl ) in the south. In general. Liberty (1963) reports

an ea«t-we«t strike and a dip of 4.6m to 5.5m per kilometre .
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Those areas o-f higher dip ars due to "highs" within the

underlying Precambrian surface. A normal fault lies along

Salmon River creating an escarpment of about 30.5 metres. At

several places within the study area the boundary with the

Canadian Shield is marked by a low north-facing escarpment.

Strong regional northeast-trending lineaments in the

Paleozoic rocks of the map arsa are continuous with faulting

trends in the Precambrian rocks (Hewitt, 1964).

The numerous Paleozoic outliers (Fig. 3) indicate that

larger areas of the Canadian Shield were once covered by

Paleozoic sediments. A number of outliers that fringe the

main mass of limestones, shales and sandstones appear in the

form of low mesas (Liberty, 1963).

Structure

The study area lies across the boundary between the St.

Lawrence Platform and the Grenville Province.

The Grenville Province includes a great mixture of rocks

of the various Precambrian eras. The Grenvillian Orogeny is

the youngest of the major Precambrian orogenies that affected

them (Stockwell et al . , 1971).

The St. Lawrence Platform borders the Canadian Shield on

the southeast e>«tending from the west end of Lake Huron

through the study arcBf then, northeasterly to the Strait of

Belle Isle. Of the three component units, the study area

lies within the Mest St. Lawrence Lowland.
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QUATERNARY GEOLOGY

Sur-ficial Geology

Physiography

The study areai crosses the boundary of two physiographic

divisions as defined by Bostock (1971) (Fig. Ic). The

Laurentian region, an old erosional surface of moderate

relief, dips under the overlapping Paleozoic rock of the West

St. Lawrence Lowland. The topography of the Shield is

controlled by the structure and character of the underlying

rocks. The Ordovician strata of the West St. Lawrence

Lowland lies unconf ormabl y on the rocks of the Canadian

Shield. Fringing the main mass of limestone are numerous

outliers of mesa configuration.

In all probability the pre-existing bedrock topography

was not changed by subsequent glacial advances. However, as

stated by Sly and Lewis (1972), "the modification of this

presumed Tertiary drainage pattern by ice-scour, fill, re-

working and interglacial re-channelling has left the pattern

unclear and open to several interpretations." In those

sections north of Lake Ontario where there is little or no

overburden, all the minor valleys are planed off, but, a

•ries of shallow valleys running southward still remain to

mark the sites of bigger preglacial river valleys (Chapman

and Putnam, 1966( Gravenor, 1957). Deane (1950) also reports

B0v*ral elongated valleys extending from present lake basins

in a generally southward direction. Within the study area,

information on bedrock topography is generally lacking and
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water well data, that penetrated the dri-ft cover to bedrock,

was not available -for the study area.

Division of the study area into physiographical ly

uni-form regions was adopted -from Chapman and Putnam (1966).

The divisions are brie-fly described as rock-knob lands,

limestone plains, Dummer moraine, drumlinized till plain and

eskers.

Drainage

Rivers within the study area -flow either south or south-

west (Fig. lb), most are unimportant economically or comm-

ercially. The Salmon, Skootamatta, Moira, Crowe, and Trent

rivers are the major waterways. In general, remnants of a

preglacial drainage system are reported (Gravenor, 1957;

Deane, 1950).

Evolution of the current drainage systems must at least

represent some relation to the preglacial bedrock topography

which was later modified or eradicated by glaciation. For

example, all lakes within the study area indicate some

elongation and smoothing. Most were probably formed by a

combination of glacial plucking, glacial scouring, and

scouring by sediment laden meltwaters. The elongation is

generally parallel to the direction of ice movement and the

direction of axial trends of esker ridges.

Some structural control is suggested by the Salmon River

which occupies a fault zone. Abandoned terraces, located

about 10m above the present water surface and consisting of

stratified gravels, sands and silts, indicate a direction of
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sediment transport about the same as the present direction

of water -flow (Fig. 4). These terraces, resting in contact

with the escarpment -formed by the up-thrown block (Liberty,

1963), indicate a much larger and deeper system (Fig. 5).

The river course is generally shallow, in direct contact with

the bedrock and carries no visible sediment load.

Physiographic Divisions

Rock-knob Areas

The northerly portion of the study area consists of a

belt that varies in width between 10 km at its narrowest

portion to about 22 km at its widest, using the northern map

sheet boundary as the datum. The most prominent feature of

this area is its numerous outcrops of Precambrian plutonic,

metasedimentary and metavolcanic rocks. Many of these

outcrops have been smoothed and rounded into rock-knobs and

roches moutonee-1 i ke features giving a rugged appearance.

The area has a maximum elevation of about 335.3m (1100 ft.)

asl in the most northwesterly portion and drops gradually to

lass than 143.2m <<470 ft.) asl southeast of the community of

Actinolite. Drift cover is for the most part very thin or

absent, however, there are scattered areas of thicker

deposits consisting of noncalcareous till and sands.

Lioicstone Plains

The southern two-thirds of the study area consists of a

limestone plain that is flat-lying and outcrops intermittent-

ly as limestone escarpments! some locations being step-like
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with large slabs o-f limestone lying almost at the escarpment

edge (Fig. 6). Most exposures of the Ordovician strata are

along the north -facing edge of the limestone plain in contact

with the Precambrian Shield. In the southeasterly portion of

the study area the limestone plains are again exposed. This

Area of thin drift has been apparently little modified except

for the expansion of joints within the limestone by solution

The drift cover generally thickens in a southerly direction

and consists of till and glacio-f luvial or glacio-lacustrine

deposits.

Fig. 4 Salmon River terrace.
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Fig. 6 Limestone slabs 1,
Lake escarpment.

.^arpment edge at Round
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Dummer moraine

Bordering the Canadain Shield, -from the Kawartha Lakes

eastward and disappearing east of Tamworth (Chapman and

Putnam, 1966), the Dummer moraine occupies about the middle

one-third of the study area (Fig. 2) and consists of

irregular hummocks composed of coarse angular limestone

fragments with variable matrix. In the field, parts of the

moraine appear as a disrupted, clast supported and loosely

knit deposit. The surface is littered with blocks of

limestone and, locally, big Precambrian boulders.

The matrix colour is variable and generally reflects the

colour of the local bedrock.

In the Arsa just south of the limestone border it was

found that the bulk of the pebble fraction (<6mm>4mm) in the

till was locally derived and reflects the underlying bedrock

within a distance of 2 to 3 kilometres (Fig. 11). Gravenor

(1957; Fig. 3, p. 24) on the basis of insoluble residue of

the fine fraction of till and Deane (1950) on the basis of

Precambrian boulder occurrences, report similar findings in

the Peterborough-Lindsay and Lake Simcoe areas respectively.

Gravenor 's findings of an increase in Precambrian material

with increased distance from the Paleozoic-Precambr ian rock

boundary are not generally evident in the current study (Fig.

7) due to the differences of clast size investigated. There

are, however, local occurrences of increased Precambrian

material in the <6mm>4mm fraction in association with
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Precambrian inlier outcroppings, in certain washed-strati -f led

deposits and within some till deposits. For example, sample

site 49 (till and outwash sand contact), site 18 (till), and

site 104 (esker) , all of which were located well onto the

limestone plain, contained some degree of variability in

Paleozoic versus Precambrian content (Table 5). Sample site

49, consists of sands in direct contact with till; on

examining the <6mm>4mm fraction Paleozoic content was found

to be 0.00 percent in contrast to 83.76 percent in the

adjacent till. This variability repeated itself at locality

18 and 104 in which the Paleozoic content ranged from approx-

imately 66 to 82 percent and 33 to 86 percent respectively,

depending on which part of the exposure face was sampled.

The southern boundary between the Dummer moraines and

the drumlinized till plain is irregular and transitional, for

example, the stoniness decreases from excessively or very

stony to moderately stony till.

Druffllins and Drumlinoid Features

The drumlin field is situated predominately north of the

Oak Ridges moraine, but, extends beyond the eastern end of

the moraine across Hastings and into Lennox and Addington

counties (Chapman and Putnam, 1966). Most of these drumlins

arB well formed and variable in size. Their pronounced

orientation is well documented (Gravenor, 1957; Chapman and

Putnam, 1966). They consist of till of the same description

as in the •urrounding till plain.

Local lithologies make up the greater proportion of the
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Table 5.

Internal Variability a-f Sites Consisting o-f Multiple Samples

Sample No. 007 (sand 8< gravel)

007 0.00 "/. Paleozoic Mean 0.00
007A 0.00 7. Paleozoic Std. Deviation 0.00

Sample No. 010 (sand 9< gravel)

010 88.48 '/. Paleozoic Mean 89.54
010B 90.60 7. Paleozoic Std. Deviation 1.06

Sample





till, but, this proportion decreases in the +iner material oi

the matrix (Shepps, 1953; 1958; 6ravenor, 1957; Davis, 1958).

Stoniness tends to decrease from the border of the

Shield towards the Oaf: Ridges moraine while sand content

increases (Chapman and Putnam, 1966)

.

The long axis orientation of drumlins and drumlinoid

features are described in Figure 8a, 8b and Table 6. These

generally agree with the orientations described by other

authors in adjacent regions (Deane, 1950; Gravenor, 1957).

In the southern end of Lennox and Addington county there are

drumlinoid ridges directly on limestone bedrock. In these

areas of fairly shallow till, they tend to be low and

elongated, rarely exceeding three meters in height.

While the general orientation of the drumlin axes in the

Peterborough drumlin field is from northeast to southwest

(N20E) , (Gravenor, 1957) there are local variations. In

Hastings county the direction of the ice movement seems to

have been 20-30 degrees west of south, while around Campbell

-

ford in Northumberland county, it was only 10 degrees west of

south.

The drumlins and drumlinoid ridges throughout the study

area are composed of highly calcareous till containing

subrounded to angular limestone rubble. Toward the south the

till is somewhat less stony and more sandy. The sounthern

portion of the study area is composed of drumlinized till

plain (Chapman and Putnam, 1966). There is considerable

variation in the proportion of sand and clay in these tills.
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Table 6.

Drumlin orientation for various localities within the study
area.

Zone





Eskers

The longest esker mapped was traced -from a point near

Codrington west of the Trent River to a point on the edge o-f

th« Shield beyond Beaver Lake (Chapman and Putnam, 1966) . A

tributary, some 9 kilometres in length, extends to Tweed past

Phillipston and Thomasburg.

The stream that deposited these gravels flawed to the

west crossing the limestone border at Beaver Lake. Chapman

and Putnam (1966) reported that on examining the gravel in

the esker, no limestone pebbles could be found north of the

limestone border while the gravel a scant kilometre or two

over the boundary was approximately three-quarters limestone.

The esker sands and gravels were sampled from: (1) the

Norwood esker, <2) an esker trending northeast-southwest from

Campbellford towards a point mid-way between Marmora and

Moira Lake, (3) the esker trending north-south and running

through Tweed to Thomasburg and (4) the esker trending

northeast-southwest at Marlbank.

Lacustrine Plains and Terraces

During the recession of the last glaciation, pro-glacial

lakvs w«r« developed within the Great Lakes basins as well as

in adjoining depressions. Glaciolacustrine sands and clays,

commonly varved, were deposited in variable thicknesses and

areal extent. These deposits directly overlie glacial till

in most areas. Sly and Lewis (1972) and Gravenor (1957) in-

dicate that on the available evidence it appears that the

pro-glacial lakes stood along the margin of the ice sheet
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and, to some extent, retreated in response to "calving" and

peripheral melting. In addition, it seems reasonable that

there may have been a number o-f lake basins scattered about

the land surface adjoining the main lake basin as indicated

by the numerous occurrences o-f varved clay deposits (Gravenor

1957; Sly and Lewis, 1972; Shilts, pers. comm. ; and personal

observations). Sly and Lewis (1972) however, believe that

such scattered depositional characteristics imply that the

clay-silt -fraction accumulated only in areas of bathymetric

protection, and, in general, that current activity in these

pro-glacial lakes must have been considerable.

Glacial Lake Iroquois shoreline features akb generally

weakly developed or nonexistant within the study area, pos-

sibly due to the protection a-fforded by the ice margin stand-

ing in water. Chapman and Putnam (1966) cite distinct blu-f-fs

and beaches on eastern exposures north of Campbell ford and

east of the Trent River around Oak Lake on hills that stood

as islands in glacial Lake Iroquois. Also, northeast of Oak

Lake, near West Huntingdon, another hill (Pancake Hill) man-

aged to just break water (about 229m) in Lake Iroquois.

Other gl aciolacustrine sediments occur as discontinuous

to patchy deposits of medium and fine sand, silt, clay and

organic-marl -clay mixtures of variable thickness. For the

most part, these deposits Are found in interdrumlin swales,

depressions, or, as relatively level plains. For example,

stratified silt deposits occur near Campbel 1 f ord, "drumlin

and clay plains" occur near Stirling, and, in the region near
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Stoco Lake, sand plains and varved clays can also be -found.

In the aresi surrounding Lime Lake (Marlbank-Westplain-Li me

Lake) relatively extensive marl -clay-organic sediments, con-

taining only Precambrian lithologies in the <6>4mm fraction,

can be found. In general, these waterlaid sediments s^re

practically stone free and in regards to the sand deposits in

particular, contain mainly Precambrian lithologies.

There are two localities of lacustrine deposits near

Actlnolite, both are underlain by sand (Fig. 9) and in

association with stratified deposits (Fig. 10).

Glacial Deposits

Ground Moraine

Most of the till in the study area is either a loose,

clast supported and stony deposit or moulded into drumlins.

This direct deposit of former ice sheets is generally

unsorted, but may contain lenses of sand, or stratified

sediments (Deane, 1950; Qravenor, 1957; Gow et al . , 1979).

In this area all accumulations of debris or eroded bedrock

were collected at the base of the advancing glacier.

Deposition of this basal debris is either as basal or

lodgement till, or, in the case of supraglacial or englacial

debris, as ablation moraine (Deane, 1950; Boulton and Eyles,

1979). The surface expression of these deposits is very

irregular with steep slopes, hummocks, and water

—

filled

hollows to relatively flat or gently
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Fig. 9 Lacustrine deposits near Actinolite.

Fig. 10 Strati-fisd deposits (esker) near Actinolit*
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undulating plains that may be moulded into drumlins and

drumlinoid forms.

The terms basal, englacial and supraglacial re-fer to the

position of the debris in the ice as defined by Deane (1950),

Boulton and Eyles (1979) and Boulton (1982) and are distin-

guished on the basis of the mode of deposition of debris

eroded from the glacier bed (Boulton and Eyles, 1979).

The properties of till are variable and are affected by

several factors. As stated by Deane (1950) and others, the

material picked up by glacier ice is soon deposited and the

nature of the ground over which the ice passed is reflected

in the till. For example, till found on the Canadian Shield

near the Precambrian-Paleozoic boundary, is loose, stony, has

a sandy matrix, is usually non-calcareous (locally there are

calcareous till deposits derived from Precamcambrian rock

that are probably the result of incorporation of marble) and

is reddish in color. Within 2 to 3 km or less of crossing

the contact onto Paleozoic rock types, the till becomes

calcareous, very stony with a coarse sandy matrix, and is

generally grey in color, except where the ice crosses bedrock

of a color other than grey. In this case, the till still

remains calcareous but may change color to that of the

immediately underlying bedrock. It is only near the southern

boundary of the study area that the till becomes less stony,

slightly more sandy, compact and grey-brown in color.

Another contributing factor is the nature of the

unconsolidated material picked up by the ice (Deane, 1950;
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Gravenor, 1957). In which case, the till may contain more

clay, silt, sand or gravel depending on the nature of the

overridden deposit. At several localities within the study

Area, discreet clasts of "clay balls" and fissile till shards

were encountered in the >6mm fraction. Also attesting to the

lateral variability of the till deposits were exposures that

consisted of predominantly coarse sand with a mixture of

"floating" cobbles and pebbles of very rounded and subangular

to angular material giving a very dirty appearance to the

deposit as a whole.

Other factors affecting the properties of till are:

distance of transport, position in the ice, compaction, and

the part played by meltwater (Deane, 1950; Boulton, 1979;

Weertman, 1979). Stony tills ars generally found where bed-

rock is close to the surface (Deane, 1950) and the material

was either transported englacially, supraglacial ly or for

only a short distance (Boulton, 1978). Debris carried sub-

glacially suffered more abrasion and crushing, thus yielding

a till richer in the finer grain sizes. Those areas of com-

pacted till may have resulted from thick ice overriding pre-

viously deposited till (Deane, 1950), or, the till may have

been cemented by calcareous material deposited from the water

present in the drift. Water played an important part in

flushing the finer particles out of the drift both during

tran«portation and deposition, thus leaving in places a sandy

till.

The proportion of stones in till varies from almost
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nothing to well over 50 percent in stony tills. Stony tills

are common where bedrock is exposed or only thinly covered.

The softer stones may survive repeated transportation i -f held

in a clay matrix. Limestone clasts predominate over igneous

only where limestone is exposed at the surface. The propor-

tion of igneous to limestone clasts seems to increase towards

the south of the map-area (Fig. 11). The occurrence of abun-

dent Precambrian lithologies within a sandy and loose matrix,

in the south, are thought to be due to their englacial posi-

tion in the ice during transport; a position, perhaps,

brought about by shearing of debris laden ice from a basal

position to a higher level within the glacier. As stated by

Moran (1971), the incorporation of intact blocks of drift

into younger drift, or, the "transportati onal stacking within

single till sheets" by sporadic differential movement along

shear planes in the debris-charged basal zone, may produce

till sequences that are out of order. Due to the limited

areal extent of this "Precambrian till" body overlying the

surrounding calcareous till and some of the boulders showing

the effects of glacial abrasion in their soled, faceted and

polished surfaces, a mechanism similar to that described by

Moran is suggested. In addition, most of these rocks have

shapes inherited from the parent rock bounded by joint and

cleavage surfaces in the gneisses, schists and limestones,

or, angular surfaces in the granites. These unaltered shapes

point to either little transportation, englacial transport,

or, crushing during transport without subsequent abrasion.
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The shapes o-f the stones in the till are in-finitely varied

ranging from well-rounded -forms, indicative of water action

only, and, angular fragments showing no abrasion to polished

and soled -forms. The e-fficiency o-f ice as an agent of trans-

port is well shown by the size of the boulders, many of which

are more than 2.4 m in diameter.

Color of the unweathered tills is determined mainly by

the color of the bedrock from which the tills were derived.

Granites give a pinkish or reddish color; red shales give a

purplish color; green shales give a greenish tint to a more

or less tan colored till; and limestones give a dark to light

grey color. Color is also affected by oxidation of the till

which varies in depth from 0.6 to 7.6 m. Topographical

position and permeability of the material are determining

factors in the depth of oxidation. The upper oxidized part

of calcareous tills is brown to grey-brown, whereas the

unoxidized zone is grey.

Mechanical analyses of color-differing tills were re-

ported by Deane (1950) and showed no difference. The fine

grained fraction (<0.074 mm) showed that for two color

varieties of till investigated, color was identical for mega-

scopic particles and brown and blue shades were confined to

the microscopic, clay-sized particles. After 24 hours there

was only a mlight decrease in intensity of the color in the

suspension.

For comparison, the results of the mechanical analyses

are presented graphically (Fig. 12) and in Table 7. It will
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Table 7.

Grain-size analyses for selected samples from central
Southern Ontario.





be noticed that the upper tills (Dummer till) have more sand

and less clay. Although variable, there is generally more

gravel in the upper till and less gravel in the lower till

(Drumlinized till plain); the amount of silt is fairly

uniform in the upper till, and greater in the lower till.

Drake (1971), as one aspect of a study in east-central

New Hampshire, investigated the mechanical analyses of an

upper loose and sandy till (ablation), and a lower compact,

silty-clayey till (basal). His findings, when comparing

relative percentages, showed a regular trend of increasing

proportions with increasing grain size. Goldthwait (Deane,

1950), for the same general area, also found that the upper

and lower till layers differed as to grain size distribution

with the upper layer having generally less silt and clay.

The present study shows the same general trend as indicated

by the above mentioned authors. Furthermore, when duplicat-

ing Drake's (1971) relative percentage calculation for known

Dummer till samples and "fissile" till (basal) samples, the

same trend occurred (Table 8).

The Dummer till is not e-vposed to the e;;tent in which

a sharp contact with the underlying, more compact and in

some cases, fissile basal till, is evident. Grain size

variance is from north to south but with no general increase

in fines content (Fig. 13). Gravenor (1957), in his study

of the Peterborough-Lindsay area, reports ablation till

that was found to grade directly into shallow kame deposits,

indicating that the two deposits were formed at the
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same time and in the same way. Deane (1950) has also report-

ed deposits suggestive ai an ablation mechanism. From these

and other reports (Drake, 1971; Pessl , 1971), it would seem

that the stagnation was widespread not only in south-central

Ontario but through Vermont and other New England states.

Table 8.

Comparison of relative percentages -for mechanical analyses.
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FIGURE 13 Grain size variation with distance from the Precambrian Shield

parallel to direction of ice movement.
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Glacial Flow Patterns

The regional glacial -flow patterns are best defined by

the orientation o-f the long axes of drumlins and drumlinoid

ridges, striae, and, to some extent, the long axes of esker

ridges. The drumlins and drumlinoid ridges have a mean long

axis orientation of N16E for the population of drumlins with-

in the map area; in close agreement with the mean striae

orientation of N20E (Table 9).

Measurements of cobble imbrication at several sites

indicate a mean flow direction of S53W, however, they vary

widely (N12E to S25E) . Two localities near Pancake Hill

indicate directions of S80W and S25E. The Pancake Hill

sites are thought to reflect reworking by water erosion and

may reflect beach orientations of glacial Lake Iroquois

(Leyland and Mihychuk, 1981). If cobble imbrication of esker

deposits are examined on their own, the flow direction of

N12E to N32E more closely approach those indicated by striae

and drumlins.

The long axes of drumlins and drumlinoid ridges were

measured and plotted as mirror image rose diagrams at 10

degree intervals (Fig. 8a). Table 6 gives the orientation of

drumlins and drumlinoid ridges from various localities in the

study area. The study area was subdivided into four zones on

the basis of apparent drumlin orientation. These local re-

orientations seem to be associated with interference from the

Lak* Ontario lobe which was centered over the Lake Ontario

basin. Some redirection of glacier flow is indicated at
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Table 9

Striae orientations from various localities

Site Striae Orientation

127 N22E, N25E, N21E, N19E, N05E.

Mean - N19E Std. Deviation - 6.4

128 N24E, N21E, N23E, N21E, N22E, N22E, N22E, N16E,
N27E, N21E, N21E, N18E.





localities along the Stoco Lake-Moira River water course.

Here, drumlin orientation "curves" from a more north-south

orientation near Lost Channel (N0E and N5E) to an orientation

of northeast-southwest (N25E; mean N16E) . It is suggested

that local ice flow was redirected as a result of a pre-

existing low running parallel with the present Moira River

channel and aided by a further deflection of ice flow along

the Salmon River fault scarp (zone 1).

Zone 2 consists of the area west of the Moira River to

longitude 77*41'. The choice of this area as a zone was

based on the marked change of drumlin orientation from a mean

orientation of N16E, for the drumlin field in general, to

N22E.

Zone 3 (the area from 77*41' west to the Trent and Crowe

Rivers) represents an area where drumlin orientation is more

in line with the regional mean at N15E.

Zone 4, on the other hand, has a mean orientation

direction of only N10E. Zone 4 is represented by the area

west of the Trent and Crowe Rivers to the edge of the study

area (78*00') and consists of drumlins that are more widely

variable in orientation.

Striae (Table 9) on the bedrock surface vary through

about 25 degrees and ars best developed on fine-grained rock

types (Fig. 14). In some localities striae are associated

with rather long grooves (Fig. 15) that more or less parallel

the striae direction but are sinuous in plan view.
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Fig. 14 Striae on -fine grained rock types.

Fig. 15 Long grooves paralleling striae direction,
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DRIFT LITH0L06Y AND PROVENANCE

Provenance

Provenance, as applied to sedimentary deposits,

primarily deals with the source rocks from which materials

were derived. Each type o-f source rock tends to yield a

distinctive suite of minerals which then can be used as a

guide to the character o-f the rock (Petti john, 1957). Sedi-

ments, however, can be subjected to sorting by various agents

into size grades. These grade sizes are then altered further

by time and the intensity of weathering agents into a residue

that differs in mineralogical and chemical composition from

the parent material. The examination of these sediments for

the determination of distance and direction of transport

is the objective in studies of provenance.

Glacial Processes

Although the geometry and nature of glacial landforms,

both erosional and deposi tional , have been studied exten-

sively for over one hundred years, they have yielded little

insight into the mechanisms involved in the processes of

erosion and deposition in glacial systems. For the most

part, mechanisms of snow to ice transformations, ice defor-

mation, glacial flow and sliding and mass balance of glaciers

have been left to the field of glaciology. In the past 30

years extensive field studies, predominantly on temperate

valley glaciers, have added new data which has allowed a

better understanding of the various glacial mechanisms and

processes (Paterson, 1981).
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The -first step in the formation of glacier ice requires

snow accumulations that persist from year to year. This

snow, through a long and complex and mainly temperature

dependent process of transformation (see Paterson, 1981),

occurs in both "temperate" (the ice temperature is at the

pressure melting point throughout) and "cold" glaciers (the

ice temperature is below the pressure melting point). The

transformation process is only slightly different for both

localities (temperate versus polar), but, occurs more quickly

on temperate glaciers due to winter refreezing of the wet

snow remaining from the summer thaw season. It is thus

evident that glaciers are somewhat variable with respect to

temperature distributions, not only from locality to local-

ity, but, also from zone to zone within the same glacier

(Paterson, 1981).

Glacier movement involves two processes, plastic defor-

mation as a result of stresses produced by its own weight

and sliding over the underlying bedrock (Paterson, 1981; Nye,

19521 Weertman, 1979). Although plastic deformation

(internal flow and to a certain extent basal sliding) is

adequately explained by theory (Nye, 1952), the mechanism of

basal sliding and the role of water at the bed-water-ice

Interface is not clearly understood (Weertman, 1979). To

initiate movement withxn a glacier, the amount of snow added

in the area of accumulation must exceed the amount lost by

melting, run-off and evaporation in both the accumulation

and ablation areas. Thus, flow will increase from the
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accumulation area to a maximum at the equilibrium line and

then decrease through the ablation area towards the terminus.

This flow law (the relation of deformation rate to the stress

that produces it) was determined from laboratory tests and is

used to calculate the stress and velocity distributions in

idealized glaciers (Paterson, 1981). However, in real

glaciers this simplistic flow pattern (Fig. 16) is influenced

by variations in ice thickness, width, slope and other fact-

ors such as bed morphology. For example, Paterson (1981)

indicates that velocity is mainly determined by ice thickness

and surface slope. Also, ice will flow in the direction of

maximum surface slope even when this corresponds to an uphill

slope of the underlying bedrock. It should be understood

that slope is the average slope over a distance several times

the ice thickness and that variations in surface slope over

short distances have no effect on glacier flow (Fig. 16).

Sliding of the glacier over its bed can be the main

portion of movement and is expected only where the basal ice

is at the melting point as confirmed by observations

(Paterson, 1981). However, basal sliding is not well under-

stood and thus the mechanisms of overall glacial motion, the

prediction of glacier response to changes in mass balance

and the processes of glacial erosion and deposition will

only be approximations (Paterson, 1981). An additional

problem in the understanding of glacial motion is the role of

water at the ice/bed interface (Weertman, 1979). It is

thought that an increase in the quantity of water at the
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glacier bed increases sliding by acting as a -form o-f lubri-

cant through hydrostatic pressures, but, this too is not well

understood.

In general , the nature of the system changes through

time as the result of erosion or deposition produces

"feedback mechanisms" which either dampen or enhance a

particular process in operation at a site. Within this

system, erosion, transport or deposition are a product of

conditions and events in response to changes in mass balance.

Equilibrium lint

Ablation arta

Fig. 16a Velocity vectors in ideal glacier (after Paterson,
1981).

WOOp"
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Fig. 16b Surface velocity vectors, South Cascade Glacier,
U.S.A. (after Paterson, 1981).
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Glacial erosion

The properties o-f ice, ice velocity and temperature, the

time available -for glacial processes to act on the landscape

and the local geology determine the character o-f glacial

erosion (Derbyshire et al
.

, 1979; Andrews, 1975; Sugden and

John, 1976). Glacial erosion (Fig. 17) involves detachment

o-f fragments from rock surfaces, the incorporation of this

debris into the base of the glacier, breaking down of those

fragments into progressively smaller sizes (comminution) and

the abrasion of the rock surface as the glacier slides

forward. The role of water films at the base of temperate

glaciers, although incompletely understood (Weertman, 1979),

has been shown to be important in the basal sliding process

and in the entrainment of debris at the glacier sole (Hal let,

1979 and others)

.

The two fundamental processes involved are plucking

(quarrying) and abrasion. Both of these processes are inter-

preted from rock flour and rock fragments, the two main

components of glacially eroded debris (Boulton, 1979).

Plucking of large rock fragments at the base of glaciers

has been inferred from the shape of bedrock knobs or roches

moutonee* (Carol, 1947) that are streamlined on the upglacier

Sid* but steep faced and jagged on the down glacier side of

the obstacle. Boulton (1979) describes the process of pluck-

ing as the exploitation of pre-existing joints with the

pulling out of joint-bound blocks from the bed; in the case

of partially joint-bound blocks further fracturing occurs by:
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(1) glacial unloading causing dilatation joints, (2) basal

ice load of boulders which cause fracturing on lee-side of

hummocks due to pressure differentials and (3) by the regela-

tion of melt-water on the lee-side positions and shattering

of rock due to ice growth in the interstices. The latter is

considered relatively unimportant due to scale. The block is

then plucked by adhesion to the glacier sole by "freesing-

in", or, by plastic flow of ice around the loose block. In

both cases, it is necessary to overcome the frictional

resistance of the bed.

Abrasion, the process by which bedrock is scored by

debris carried in the basal layers, is reflected by stria-

tions on rock surfaces and the production of fresh mineral

fragments as rock flour. This subglacial process appears to

produce landscapes dominated by smoothed, streamlined and

elongated forms as shown by small grooves, whale backs and

roches moutonees and large scale grooves that are as yet un-

explained (Boulton, 1979) (Fig. 15).

Boulton (1979) conducted an experiment in artificial

tunnels and natural cavities beneath a dirty glacier in

Iceland. At the ice/bed interface he embedded plates of dif-

ferent materials (marble, basalt, limestone, slate, and

aluminum) along with pressure transducers to measure the rate

of abrasion and the average particle velocity m the zone of

traction. On the basis of these findings, he presents the

following process of abrasion (Table 10). On the other hand,

Hallet (1979) presents a model of glacial abrasion that views
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Table 10.

Summary list o-f the process of glacial abrasion
(after Boulton, 1979).

1. Rock and mineral debris embedded in the glacier sole and

in traction over the bed are responsible for abrasion.

2. Particles of different size and shape move with differ-

ent velocities; some slide, others roll, depending on

their shape.

3. Large clasts in traction are retarded relative to the

ice. Because of this, particle collisions are frequent

and relatively dense particle assemblages frequently

build up.

4. Considerable comminution is produced at the interface

between large clasts and the bed, which results in the

production of fine sand and silt rock flour.

5. The abrasion rate is affected by the homogeneity of the

bedrock. For example, in granites there was uneven wear

with some plucking of crystals.

6. The rate of abrasion is affected by the relative hard-

ncsm of the rock particles and the bedrock.

7. On a micro-scale abrasion includes ploughing, adhesion,

and stick-slip.
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the processes in the contsKt o-f modern glaciological thought.

Boulton (1979) views the abrasion process as dependent upon

the size distribution of debris in the basal ice implying the

requirement o-f basal effective normal pressure (ice thick-

ness). Hallet (1979) views abrasion as resulting from

individual rock fragments, completely enveloped by press-

urized ice, being farced against, and dragged along the

glacier bed by sliding. Unlike Boulton's reliance on large

fragments crushing and pressing smaller fragments to produce

abrasion, Hal let's mechanism is independent of basal pressure

and, hence, glacier thickness. As stated by Hallet (1979),

the effective force of contact is only dependent on the

bouyant weight of rock particles and on the viscous drag

induced by ice flow towards the glacier bed due to basal

melting and longitudinal straining of basal ice.

In general, the following results of Hal let's model are

noteworthy: (1) abrasion will tend to be greater whe^re basal

melting is most rapid, (2) glacier thickness does not affect

abrasion through its influence on basal pressures and (3)

lodgement of rock fragments is only possible if the sliding

velocity is very low and equivalent to the rate of basal

mel tmg.

If erosion is to be effective, the debris produced at

the ice/rock interface must be evacuated, either by meltwater

or by entrainment. The incorporation of this debris into the'

glacier requires a tangential tractive force to be exerted by

ice. The mechanism involved for large fragments is one in
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which the ice simply deforms around the block thus surround-

ing it. If the surface contact between ice and rock is

great, the tractive force will be great (Sugden and John,

1976). Also, this force must be sufficient to overcome the

frictional resistance of the bed. A means of entrainment of

small particles is through regelation (Hal let, 1979).

However, regelation requires sensitive thermal conditions

which allow the change from basal melting to freezing.

Fig. 17 The main variables Influencing the rate of glacial
erosion (after Sugden and John, 1976).
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Qlacial transport

Glacial transport is governed by ice temperatures and

velocities, and, by the viscosity characteristics of glacial

ice. The high viscosity of glacial ice implies that material

is carried within the glacier with little settling due to

gravity. The upward mobility of debris accumulated at the

base is implied by observed debris-banded ice of many modern

glaciers (Goldthwait, 1971). In general, the banding con-

sists of: (1) a debris zone of mixed clasts extending only a

few meters above the base, (2) a zone in which rock debris

becomes more abundant extending to about 16m above the base

and (3) above a sharp contact, a zone of brown or yellow ice

("amber ice") composed mainly of uniformly disseminated clay.

It is presumed that they move upward by diffusion as a result

of vertical movement of the lower ice. Shearing, as an addi-

tional method by which some debris may be raised into higher

positions within the ice, is implied by Golthwait (1971).

He states, "Goldthwait (1951) measured the dips of dirty

sh»ar planes in the Barnes Ice Cap and calculated that these

curve back into the ice so as to intersect the ground 1600

feet back and 250 feet under clean white ice."

Three transportation paths arte delimited for a glacier,

(Boulton, 1978, 1979a, 1979b) the position of which impose

certain controls on the nature of material that is finally

daposited. Supraglacial material is accumulated on the upper

surface of the glacieri this is not a factor in continental

ice sheets as no debris is seen over most of the surface with
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most of the material moving within the lower 1 to 91 m. of

ice (Goldthwait, 1971) and carried to the point of deposi-

tion either as englacial or subglacial debris. Subglacial

material can be derived directly from bedrock or other

material that is overridden by the advancing glacier. The

material can be transported in the lower layers of the

glacier, or, it may become englacial and supraglacial debris,

as shown by the travel paths of Figure 18. Englacial

materials are, therefore, mainly temporary transportation

elements; the debris originates at subglacial sources and is

deposited as subglacial or supraglacial materials.

The material transported may consist of debris such as

lumps of frozen outwash, till and boulders. No maximum size

is commonly recognized for the size of rock fragments which

ice can carry. As indicated by the characteristics of till,

every ice movement must mix all sizes of clasts. Apparently

there is no settling or sorting mechanism within glacier ice,

unless it be the raising of the finest clasts into the amber

ice zone.

Glaciofluvial

Gltciomarin*

GlKlolacuttrin*

Trti^^tiht ofClmti
Inilif! Fintl

(l) Supragiacitt Nona

(J) Sup>«gl»cnl 'Enflltirt » Supfgl^Cfl » V«ty light

Cii SufaqUcnl »llMvy

(4 Subqljcul »Enfll«ci«l »Supf9<lci«l *-Mod«r«(«

Fig. 18 Schematic sketch of travel paths of debris in and
on a glacier (after Andrews, 1973).
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Glacial deposition

Several modes of glacial deposition have been proposed

in the literature (Boulton 1978, 1979a, 1979b), however, in

all these processes the resultant product o-f terrestrial

glacial sedimentation is referred to as till. Sugden and

John (1976) distinguish between moraine and till; till is

classified as a deposit that can be analysed by sedimento-

logical techniques, while moraine is restricted in usage to

an accumulation of glacial deposits that have an independant

surface expression.

The understanding of processes involved in till genesis

have been supported by direct observations of present day ice

margin environments and by theoretical studies of glacial

sedimentation (Boulton 1968, Boulton et al . 1974a, 1974b;

Carol 1947; Nye 1952; Weertman 1979; Hallet 1979). The model

and genetic classification of valley glacier sedimentation

proposed by Boulton and Eyles (1979) is used to explain

possible mechanisms of deposition and classification of tills

within the study area.

Th« main controls in glacial deposition are ice tempera-

ture and velocity, the configuration of the bed, the environ-

ment at or near the ice margin, the properties of the

materials being deposited and the location of the debris

within the glacier (subglacial, englacial or supraglacial )

.

The presence or absence of water at the base of a glacier may

also be important. For example, if the glacier is overlying

water-saturated till, the weight of the glacier is partially
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supported by this water column which will prevent the total

force of the glacier -from being exerted at the ice/till

inter -face.

The most complex zone of deposition in glacier systems

occur at the terminal end where subglacial and supraglacial

processes combine with fluvial processes to produce complex

suites of sediments. In general, the resultant till deposits

are classified as lodgement till, melt-out till or flow till.

Subglacial lodgement is the process by which lodgement

till is deposited from the base of a glacier. Lodgement can

occur anywhere beneath flowing ice, but, only occurs beneath

warm based conditions where the ice is gradually losing its

erosive capacity and releasing its load of debris (Sugden and

John 1976). The process involves pressure melting beneath

active moving ice when small detrital particles are freed and

lodged or plastered onto the glacier bed. The deposit may

then produce drag at the base of the glacier causing the

gradual reduction of basal ice velocity leading to shearing

over and the deposition of successive layers of ice-debris

mixtures. In this way the till surface is gradually built up

by a process of accretion.

Since fresh till was also observed accumulating above

striated bedrock/till surfaces, it was concluded that pres-

sure melting is not the only lodgement process, but, that

direct plastering on the underside of the shearing plane may

be locally very important. This plastering occurs where the

frictional drag on detrital particles being moved over the
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bed equals the tractional -force exerted on it by the glacier

ice (Boulton et al . , 1974). I-f the bed is rough or i-f the

overburden pressure increases (due to greater ice thickness),

the frictional drag will increase and so will the rate of

till lodgement. If, however, the rate of bottom melting is

high, meltwater may occur at the interface between the

glacier sole and its bed and reduce effective normal pressure

and frictional drag (Weertman, 1979). Hence, it would also

reduce the rate of till lodgement, unless the bottom material

(either till or bedrock) were permeable enough to evacuate

excess meltwater.

Till is gradually released in this way onto the glacier

bed and meltwater is expelled by pressure, making the till

more and more compact until it is affected by brittle

fracture in the form of low angle shear planes and high angle

transverse joints (fissility).

Melt-out processes are those by which englacial debris

is gradually added to a till layer, either subglacially or

supraglacial ly by the melting of ice (Boulton, 1971, 1979).

High concentrations of englacial debris are particularly

associated with those parts of glaciers where regelation

layers have been added to the glacier bed, or, where thrust-

ing has carried basal material up into the ice. This

material is released as melt-out till by ablation processes

which Arc more characteristic of peripheral ice cap zones

than of the central zone of streamlining and lodgement.

Because of the complex glacial dynamics even of wasting ice
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caps, melt-out tills may in some situations be deposited

above lodgement till and below -flow till (Sugden and John,

1976). The precise mechanisms o-f melt-out till deposition

appear to be determined, above all, by the provision o-f heat

at a controlled rate.

Most o-f the ablation tills which accumulate on and near

the snouts o-f glaciers Are eventually af-fected by -flowage,

unless special circumstances allow melt-out tills to form and

survive (Boulton, 1968). It has long been known that a great

deal o-f ablation till is modified by sliding and flawing on a

downwasting ice surface. Sugden and John (1976) have also

noted the instability of till masses on irregular downwasting

ice surfaces in Greenland and Antarctica. Boulton (1968) has

shown how a great deal of ablation till melted out at the

surface of debris-rich ice is redistributed by various types

of flowage. The major factors influencing flow are the

gradient of the ice surface beneath the till cap, its rough-

ness, the amount of meltwater available for till lubrication

and the porosity of the till itself. The last factor being

affected partly by the particle-size characteristics of the

till.

Li thologivs

Precambrian

The Precambrian rocks within the study area and ad-

jacvnt areas have been mapped in detail by Mynne-Edwards

(1962), Hewitt (1962, 1964), Wolff (1982), and others. Rock

types in the area include crystalline limestone, several
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types o-f gneiss, granite and syenite (Table 4).

Many Precambrian rocks in the till, washed-strati f i ed

deposits, and in some areas o-f bedrock around Methuen Lake,

are deeply weathered or "rotten". The term "rotten" is used

as de-fined by Gravenor (1957) in that when these clasts are

disturbed, they either disintegrate or can be easily crumbled

by either hand or finger pressure. Far the most part, the

af-fected clasts are gneissic or granitic m texture,

although, fine grained metavolcanics and, to a much lesser

degree Paleozoic siltstone and arkose, are also affected.

This phenomenon is evidently wide spread; having been

observed in tills from the north shore of Lake Erie and in

tills, stratified deposits and bedrock in the Mount

Megantic area of Quebec.

Gravenor (1957) evaluates the time and origin of decom-

position on the basis of their location (both above and below

the zones of oxidation and frost action), their inability to

support their own weight upon being released from the sur-

rounding deposit, their display of exfoliation features and

the lack of evidence of chemical decomposition when viewed

under a binocular microscope. He concludes that they have

rotted in place as a result o-f ground water conditions.

The current study would add the following observations

in support of Gravenor 's conclusions.

1. The permeability of thE» rock type determines the ease

and extent of rotting. Those containing a large quantity of

easily soluble minerals, or, those easily penetrated by
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water, are a-f-fected to the greatest extent. The ability to

retain this absorbed water also assists in the process.

Large (>6mm) pebbles o-f a -fine grained, uni-formly textured,

metavolcanic rock became quite competent upon thorough dry-

ing <110 C -for 24 hours). Re~i ntroduct ion to water had only

little affect, but, it is expected that duration to this re-

exposure is most probably the determining factor in the

resumption of the original process.

2. In some cases, a disruptive mechanism is required to

disrupt the constituent grains within the rotted rock to

their subsequent grain sizes. Many cobbles of gneissic and

metavolcanic rocks were observed in the field that were

completely broken down to individual grains (in most cases

observed, <lmm) and crumbled under the slightest contact.

These cobbles in the section appeared whole and competent.

3. In other cases, the Precambrian rock type was re-

cemented by an iron oxide that virtually replaced or coated

all original grains; the coating and replacement by the

"rust" was sufficient to mask the original composition of the

rock type. Only its "sugary" texture was retained. It seems

that this process occurs only in sandy textured deposits that

allow relatively free flow of water and periods of drying.

4. The Paleozoic clasts, with the exception of the

Shadow Lake Formation rock types, were generally unaffected

by this process. The rotting of Shadow Lake Formation rocks

is not as effective as for Precambrian rocks for they require

much more saturated conditions to effect the complete
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saturation o-f pore spaces and the eventual break down of the

cementing calcium carbonate. It is interesting to note the

similarity in texture between the affected Precambrian rocks

and the arkoses and siltstones of the Shadow Lake Formation.

Paleozoic

The Paleozoic lithologies of till and washed-strati f ied

deposits investigated were clasts derived from the Shadow

Lake Formation (Basal Group) and a composite group consist-

ing of Gull River Formation and Bobcaygeon Formation litholo-

gies (Simcoe Group) (Liberty, 1967). At one locality south

of Actinolite (site 130), several clasts thought to be

Potsdam or Nepean sandstone were found in an esker deposit.

Also, at one locality (site 329) only a sample of regolith

(Shilts, personal communication) containing a relatively

large quantity of hematite in association with Shadow Lake

lithologies was found. The occurrence of Nepean sandstone is

interpreted as supportive evidence of a general water flow

direction from the east (required to incorporate Nepean

sandstone in the esker deposit).

The Shadow Lake Formation lithologies embrace red, tan

to light grey and green shales, siltstones and arkose in the

study area. Most of these are either maroon, arenaceous and

ar kosic sandstone, shale and fine-grained limestone or light

green, calcareous shale and fine-grained limestone with some

exposures being friable, mottled red and green arkosic

sandstone and conglomerate.

The Simcoe Group comprises four formations: Gull River,
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Bobcaygeon, Verulam and Lindsay, in ascending order (Liberty,

1967). Within the study area, the Lindsay and Verulam

Formations are not exposed.

The Gull River Formation is composed of four members

which in turn are divisible into several submembers (Liberty,

1967). In general, the -formation consists of brown to grey,

fine-crystalline to lithographic limestone and dolomite which

may have a mottled appearance due to fine-crystalline

dolomite.

The Bobcaygeon Formation, typified by grey, calcarenitic

and subl i thographic limestone, consists of an upper and lower

member (Liberty, 1967). In general, it is a grey to brownish

grey, bluish grey weathering, f ossi 1 i f erous limestone. Of

some importance to till lithology studies is its weathering

into platy "shards" of irregular pitted surfaces which may

result in over-representation at some localities.
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DRIFT DISPERSAL

General Statement

From a total of 449 samples consisting o-f till, washed-

stratified deposits and rock counts (reflecting till composi-

tions) (Fig. 19), areal gradations have been recognized with-

in the study area. The lithologic gradations described are

based on percent Precambrian, Paleozoic and Shadow Lake

Formation (Paleozoic) rock types present in the <6>4mm frac-

tion of the various sediments. Although many compositional

parameters can be used to describe till and other sediment

types, the above mentioned lithologic groupings were chosen

because a large number of samples could be easily processed

with minimum equipment. Also, once the <6>4mm fraction has

been isolated, such parameters as shape, roundness, altera-

tions in the form of breakage, weather abi 1 ity and striations

and inclusions of "other clasts" could have been determined.

Of the above mentioned parameters, only roundness and the

inclusion of "other clasts" were noted. It should be under

—

stood that "other clasts" refers to unarmored till balls,

clay balls and shards of fissile till. In addition, the

lithologic groupings are easily distinguishable from one

another and traceable to known source areas.

Three isopleth maps were drawn for the study area (Fig.

20, 21, 22). The construction of these maps consisted of de-

termining the percent lithology content for each data point.

The dots on the isopleth maps represent sample localities,

each of which contain from 1 to 6 samples. The values for
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multiple samples -from individual localities have been

averaged. Points o-f equal value were then contoured. For

points of unequal value, the d^rea between these was subdivid-

ed such that the distance between points A and B was equal in

the number of required increments. For example, if point A

carried a value of 50X and point B carried a value of 1007.

then the distance between them would have been divided equal-

ly to represent the 607., 707., 807. and 907. isopleth lines,

Two of the isopleth maps (Fig. 20 and 21) were constructed

without regard to the sediment type while Figure 22 repre-

sents the percent Shadow Lake Formation lithologies in till

only. The disregard for sediment type in Figures 20 and 21

was determined as a result of the low number of till sample

localities and their rather widespread distribution over the

study area which would have required interpolation over wide

areas of thin drift cover or washed-stratif ied deposits. The

differences in values and confidence levels were illustrated

in Tables 1, 2 and 3, as well as in previously mentioned

figures. Also, it was desired that all modes of drift dis-

persal be considered in the determination of lithology dis-

tributions. The use of till samples only for Shadow Lake

Formation lithology distribution is based on the generally

low contents throughout the study area and the clustering of

this lithology type near their source areas.

Potential sources of error predominantly stem from the

original determinations of percent lithology content for all

cample types. Potential errors are as follows:
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(1) improper identification o-f iithology type; it is not

expected that this would be a major source of error due to

the relatively distinct character of each Iithology group.

Also, since the percent determinations are based on weight

rather than individual counts, the mis-identification of

several pebbles would alter the final percent only slightly.

For example, an error of 0.1 g in a 20 g sample would alter

the final percentage by only 0.5 percent whereas the average

weight of pebble yield was 50 g. Potentially the greatest

source of error in identification would result in the deter-

mination of Shadow Lake Formation lithologies due to the var-

ied textures that make up this rock group. Liberty (1967)

describes the Shadow Lake Formation as being transitional and

grading into the overlying Gull River Formation. If this

occurs then that portion of the Shadow Lake lithologies that

are indistinguishable from Gull River lithologies have been

misidenti f ied;

(2) as noted in a previous section, some degree of

weathering occurs predominantly in Precambrian lithologies

from all deposits. The percentage of rocks thus affected

within the study area is unknown, however, Drake (1971) has

determined that for tills in his map area of New Hampshire,

5 percent of pebbles found in hard (lodgement ?) till and 11

percent in soft (ablation) till were rotten. It would seem

reasonable that similar values would occur in the present

study arma. This error would result in the under-representa-

tion of the affected lithologies. In addition to the above,
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there is some possibility o-f over-representation from that

portion o-f the Bobcaygeon Formation (the upper member;

Liberty, 1967) that weathers platily or nodular. However,

since the total thickness of the upper member is only 3m and

the weathering would only affect the larger (boulder and

greater) sizes, it is thought that this would only be of

local importance;

(3) probably the greatest source of error could result

•from the rock pile counts. The disadvantages of stone pile

counts stem from the inability to verify if any of the lith-

ologies have been removed for purposes of construction of

foundations or other farm operation requirements. As a

result of these removals some lithologies may be under-repre-

sented. However, if multiple counts are performed from

seveal areas of the immediate locality and rock piles located

in the vicinity of farm yards ars avoided, they are a reason-

able representation of the surrounding area;

(4) the drawing of isopleth contours are other sources

of error that stem from the i nterpretational nature of the

•xercise. In an attempt to minimize this aspect of the

study, the percent Paleozoic lithologies were contoured after

the location of all sample sites with zero percent Paleozoic

content. The zero percent isopleth was then used as a boun-

dary for subsequent contours. Also, the percent Precambrian

distribution was drawn independently as a further check.

Since the percent Precambrian content would vary in propor-

tion with the content of Paleozoic lithologies, it was
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expected that the two isopleth maps Mould have similar

elements i-f the same procedure was used. This hypothesis

proved to be correct (Fig. 20 and 21).

As noted by Gross and Moran (1971) and others, composi-

tional isopleths may be considered equipotential lines for

reconstruction o-f glacial -flow lines. It should, however, be

recognized that in the case of sediments other than till, the

isopleths would only show dispersal by whatever active agents

were involved.

On the basis of field evidence and the distribution of

bedrock lithologies, two till sheets exist in the study areai

an upper till (Dummer till) consisting of a very stony and

coarse sandy texture and a lower till (drumlinised till) that

is compact, locally fissile, moderately stony and somewhat

more silty and clayey. As reported by Deane (1950) and

Gravenor (1957), from adjacent areas to the west, these tills

aire classified as resulting from ablation processes for the

upper till (Dummer till) and lodgement processes for the

lower till (drumlinized till). The following generalizations

•nd descriptions, based on the isopleth maps, are presented

in accordance with the above classification.

Dispersal of Precambrian Lithologies

The occurrences of Precambrian lithologies, as indicated

by the isopleths (Fig. 20), show that maximum percentages

within the area of Precambrian bedrock decrease very rapidly

immediately south of the Precambr ian-Paleozoic contact. The

only exceptions found were one esker deposit at Actinolite
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which contained 3 percent Paleozoic lithologies (Nepean

sandstone), and, those areas of Precambrian bedrock immediat-

ely south o+ Paleozoic outliers which may contain a majority

o-f Paleozoic lithologies. However, in general, it may be

said that replacement of existing lithologies by lithologies

derived from the underlying bedrock is immediate; for

example, the outlier located at Cooper (77*29' long., 44*39'

lat.). Here the percentage of Precambrian lithologies

dropped from 100 percent <at the northern contact of the out-

lier) to 80 percent in a distance of about -300m with an addi-

tional drop to 20 percent at a distance 2 km from the up-ice

contact. Although Precambrian lithologies generally occur

throughout the study BreA, they vary in quatity from zero

(locally) to 100 percent.

The areal distribution of Precambrian lithologies show

dispersal patterns that are apparently governed by the

direction of glacier flow, the position of the debris within

the glacier during transport and topographic or other exter-

nal controls. The isopleths show that southward transport

was much more effective along the valleys ("through valleys"

or "re-entrants") located at lioira River, Moira Lake, Crowe

River and several other localities along the "Paleozoic

escarpment". The dispersal by glacial melt-waters (eskers)

,

was apparently also very effective. The eskers, located

mainly along the previously mentioned valleys at Beaver Lake,

Stoco Lake, Moira Lake and Round Lake-Belmont Lake, carried a

larger quantity of Precambrian lithologies for greater
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distances than generally occurred in the adjacent till

deposits.

Several anomalous dispersal patterns are evident at the

folloMing Icoalitites:

<1) Salmon River escarpment (77*05', 44*18') - the average

Precambrian content -for the area from Salmon River and east

is 42.4 percent while the area west of the river averages

only 9.2 percent. Several possibilities seem evident: (a) a

southwesterly ice flow eroded the Paleozoic bedrock and

incorporated this debris into its basal load thus elevating

Precambrian debris to higher positions within the glacier by

a mechanism of displacement and/or shearing (Moran, 1971).

Due to the increased basal load, flow (which may have radiat-

ed in a southwesterly and easterly direction as a result of

bedrock slope), was retarded and subsequently grounded by

either freezing to the bed, or, ice flow was insufficient to

overcome the frictional drag at the bed; (b) the area may

represent a boundary condition between two ice masses that

coalesced or bifurcated (for similar reasons stated above);

<c) the area may represent a boundary condition between the

Lake Simcoe lobe and Lake Ontario lobe. Chapman and Putnam

<1966> indicate that the Dummer moraine, apparently in con-

tact with drumlinized till, terminates abruptly at Tamworth

(immediately adjacent to the east of this area). The contact

orientation between Dummer till, drumlinized till and the

drumlin orientations, seems to indicate a flow that is first

southwest and then more westerly. Also, Leyland and
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Mihychuk (1981) noted striae near Roblindale of an older flow

direction to the southwest and a younger flow to the west

that would support this hypothesis.

(2) Beaver Lake esker (77'02' , 44*30') - relative to the

other eskers within the study area, the abrupt change from

Precambrian lithologies to predominantly Paleozoic litholo-

gies at the bedrock contact is anomalous. A reasonable

explanation for this occurrence is lacking;

(3) Granite pluton west of Madoc (77*33', 44**33'
) - although

the dispersal patterns are complicated in this area due to

the numerous outliers and fluvial deposits, the isopleths

indicate a "curvature" around the pluton. It seems reason-

able to suggest strong topographic and bedrock control in the

local flow direction. Supportive evidence of bedrock control

in local flow directions is indicated; (a) along the

Paleozoic-Precambrian contact in general, (b) at Round Lake

and Crowe Lake where the dispersal patterns parallel the

gneissosi ty-f ol iation of the Millbridge Syncline (Crowe Lake)

(Lumbers, 1969) and (c) the metasedimentary-metavolcanic belt

north of Round Lake;

(4) Esker deposits northwest of Stirling (77*39', 44*19') and

west of Campbell ford (77*50', 44*19') - these represent esker

segment* containing up to 50 and 60 percent Precambrian

lithologies respectively and ars located well south of the

Precambrian-Paleozoic contact. It is thought that the

Campbellford locality is a segment of the Bonarl aw-Campbel 1

-

ford esker that may extend past Bonarlaw towards Deloro. The
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isopleths show an increase in Precambrian content -from

Bonarlaw to Deloro, a uniform content of <20 percent for the

segment from Bonarlaw to Campbel 1 f ord (on the Trent River),

and then, an increase from 20 percent to 60 percent for the

segment from Campbel If ord to just north of the southern

boundary of the study area. It is noteworthy that the esker

segment from Bonarlaw to Campbel If ord has a generally dirty

appearance showing only moderate sorting and stratification.

The grain size variation, parallel to long axis orientation,

is slight (Appendix III; samples 306, 308, 312, 313). Also,

in view of sample locality 104 (Bonarlaw; Fig. 25) and its

inclusion of a moderately modified till block, it would seem

reasonable that the Precambrian lithologies in the Bonarlaw-

Campbellford segment were buried by: (a) the introduction of

melt-out till or flow till where the esker channel was open

to the ice surface, or (b) the re-distribution of a melting

ice block within the esker flow path thus diluting the

Precambrian sediment load.

The esker segment west of Stirling is problematic. It

may be distributary of the Bonar 1 aw-Campbel 1 f ord esker which

would add support to the ice block theory (b) above.

Dispersal of Paleozoic lithologies

The dispersal of Paleozoic lithologies (Fig. 21), as

shown by the isopleths, contain many of the same elements as

Figure 20. The dispersal of Shadow Lake Formation litholo-

gies in till (Fig. 22) will also be described in this

sec t i on

.
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The Paleozoic lithology contents of glacial or glacially

derived sediments increase in a regular ^^ashion in the direc-

tion o-f ice movement. Although the increase is progressive,

with the exception o-f fluvial deposits, it is also abrupt.

That is, the Paleozoic lithologies become dominant within

2 km o-f the source area. As was evident -for Precambrian

lithologies, dispersal was more e-f-fective along pre-existing

valleys. The isopleths show ice -flow into valleys, then a

radial outward flow on the high ground at the end of the

valleys (Fig. 21, between Marmora and Madoc, 77°35', 44' 27').

Again, strong bedrock influence is shown along the Paleozoic-

Precambrian contact across the study area.

The 100 percent isopleth traces a sinuous and meandering

belt of ground approximately through the central portion of

the Paleozoic bedrock area. This zone of "pure" Paleozoic

lithologies can be traced from the vicinity of Nappan Island

in the Trent River to just west of Ivanhoe where it turns

north and continues to just south of Eldorado. This zone of

maximum Paleozoic content is then repeated at the southern

boundary of the study area around Stirling. Several seeming-

ly isolated patches of maximum Paleozoic content also occur

on the outliers at Robinson Lake (77* 30' 44*42' "), west of

Fox Corners (77*35', 44*36') and north of Madoc (77*27',

44*33'), as well as north of Marlbank (77*07', 44*27').

Th«se zones and patches are attributable to Dummer till depo-

aition. The area around Stirling may represent the distance

required for maximum dilution of Precambrian lithologies as a
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result o-f comminution to grade sizes -finer than <6>4mm. On

the other hand, in view o-f the instability of Precambrian

lithologies, this area may represent post-deposi tional break-

down by frost action; this process is favoured.

In the region around Madoc-Moira Lake (trending north-

south), a very complex pattern of dispersal is evident. The

deposition of mainly Precambrian lithologies by an esker

stream is evident (an arbitrary selection of the 50 percent

isopleth was used to mark the boundary condition between

Precambrian and Paleozoic rock types). It is suggested that

the number of outliers, in part, were responsible in the

esker location in this areai because of the numerous cavities

and weaknesses in the ice mass that may have been created

during the advance. These weaknesses (in terms of water

passage) are the result of masses of sheared debris in an

imbricate pattern as described by Moran (1971). After

stagnation these weaknesses and cavities may have allowed

easy passage of meltwater.

The dispersal of Shadow Lake Formation rock types in

till only is represented in Figure 22. In general, the same

elements as in Figure 20 and 21 are indicated. The isopleths

show ice flow toward the south valleys, but, there are also

traces of ice flow toward, or parallel, with the esker flow

direction. The dispersal patterns shown by the isopleths in-

dicate maximum content near the source followed by a rapid

reduction in content from 100 to 20 percent within 5 km at

Round Lake. Within 2 km (at Beaver Lake) the lithology
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content -further drops from 100 to 41 percent, but, then main-

tains a uniform content of 20 percent or less for the remain-

der of the southern portion of the study area.

Discussion

Within the confines of the study and map-area, some

generalizations are presented. The following interpretations

and hypotheses are based primarily on the isopleth maps and

field evidence. It should however, be understood that al-

though in some cases the interpretations presented are spec-

ulative, they are in accordance with current glaciological

thought and the findings of similar studies.

On the basis of the isopleths and the degree of bedrock

control indicated by them, it is thought that the last

glacial advance consisted of a relatively thin ice mass. Al-

though direct evidence is lacking, it is estimated that ice

thickness was in the order of hundreds of metres rather than

thousands. Paterson (1981), derives an equation using the

simplest model in which ice is assumed to be perfectly plas-

tic and suggests that it can be used for estimating profiles

of ice-age ice sheets. The equation is used to estimate ice

thickness at a distance just beyond the study area. Two cal-

culations are produced; the first uses Oak Ridges moraine as

the ice sheet edge (100 000 m) and the second uses the

present Lake Ontario shoreline as the edge (110 000 m) (after

Gravenor, 1957). Both measurements are at an angle equal to

the ice flow direction of N20E.
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h = 3.4 (L->;)^

where L-x = distance in metres from the edge of the ice
sheet measured along a -flow line of N20E.

h = ice thickness

there-fore:

(1) h = 3.4(100000)^ or (2) h = 3.4(110000)^
= 1075 m = 1127 m

Also, F'aterson (1981) cites Boulton and Jones (1979) who

pointed out that in many places glaciers and ice sheets are

underlain by deformable sediments, o-f which theoretical anal-

ysis showed that deformation of the bed lowers the steady-

state profile of an ice sheet. In an extreme case, the ice

sheet might degenerate into a thin flat sheet like a floating

ice shelf. In addition, Eyles and Menzies (1983) cite the

same publication and indicate that reduction of the yield

stress by excessive basal lubrication also lowers the? pro-

file. Further, Paterson (1981) cites Mathews (1974) as in-

dicating that "there is evidence that some of the southern

lobes of the Laurentide Ice Sheet in North America had appre-

ciably smaller slopes than those of present-day ice sheets.".

The possibility of excessive basal lubrication is indicated

by the number of closely spaced esker deposits, the absence

of a thick drift cover and scattered areas of gl aci of 1 uvi al

gravels and sands in the shield area, and, joints in the

limestone areas that have been rounded and expanded.

The role of water at the gJacier bed seems to have been

an important one, both as an agent of erosion and dispersal.

Virtually every esker deposit lies m some form of
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association with the regional structure o-f the bedrock or

occupies "through valleys" at the margin of the Paleozoic

bedrock. In the area between Stoco Lake and Beaver Lake the

"through valleys" are associated with what were very thick

and broad gravel deposits <these has'e been extensively remov-

ed by quarry operations) at the terminal end o-f the valleys

and just beyond. A short distance to the north of the val-

leys are several small fluvial deposits that may be remnants

of eskers. The esker at Tweed extends at least to Actinolite

and may be an extension of the fluvial deposit at Flinton

which trends in a direction almost perfectly in line with the

Tweed esker. Esker, fluvial and outwash deposits occur near

Madoc, again in association with eroded valleys in be^drock.

The difference at this locality is that a divide is crossed

at an angle that is in line with another valley. A repeti-

tion of esker deposition into a valley is located at Belmont

Lake and Round Lake (Norwood esker).

If the terminal ends of the valleys are examined, they

all end in rather blunt and rounded configurations that seem

inconsistent with glacial plucking, considering the jointed

nature of the bedrock. Also, some have smaller side valleys

that would require "up current" flow to erode them.

With respect to Precambrian iithologies, dispersal by

glacial meltwater appears to have been more effective. In

general, esker deposits contain a greater proportion of

igneous rocks for greater distances onto the limestone plain.

This concentration of igneous rocks would imply that a rather
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extensive subglacial drainage network existed in the shield

area. Paterson (1981), on the basis of Walder and Hal let's

(1979) observations in -front of the retreating Blackfoot

Glacier, suggests that 20 percent of the glacier bed contain-

ed many continuous N-channels (channels eroded into bedrock;

also called Nye-channel s) and cavities which, he presumed,

carried the main part of the meltwater.

Two tills are readily identifiable within the study

area. An upper till (Dummer till) located mainly along the

northern edge of the limestone plain and on the outliers,

and, a lower till (drumlinised till) located throughout the

southern portion of the study area. The Dummer till is very

stony with a variable matrix content and a generally loose

structureless appearance. The drumlinized till, on the other

hand, is moderately stony to stony, homogeneous, often fis-

sile and compact. Pebble shapes are distinguishable in that

the Dummer till consists of pebbles that are noticeably an-

gular, equidimensional and grade from large angular blocks

and boulders in the north to subrounded-subangular cobbles

and pebbles in the south. The drumlinized till consists of

pebbles that are rounded, smooth and somewhat flattened with

no gradation visible from the southern boundary of the Dummer

till. No lithologic variation is evident, nor is the grain

size variability appreciable. Also, no contact between the

tills was found. It is suggested that the above findings are

inconsistant with a readvance of the Lake Simcoe lobe over

the deposited drumlinized till and is therefore concluded
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that the Dummer and drumlinized tills were formed during a

single ice advance. Their position and structure reflect

deposition by lodgement processes for the drumlinized till

and ablation processes for the Dummer till.

It is interesting to note the similarity of depositional

occurrences between the study area (specifically the region

of Dummer till) and Shaw's (1979) final landform and sediment

complex for the genesis of Rogen moraine ridges (Shaw, 1979;

Fig. 13, p. 422). Because of the similarity of morphological

characteristics and distribution it may be that similar mech-

anisms were responsible for the formation and deposition of

the Dummer till.





GLACIAL HISTORY

Although the glacial history of central Southern Ontario

was not a primary objective o-f this study, its inclusion was

necessary because any study of glacial deposits ultimately

reflects the glacial processes and events that -formed, trans-

ported, deposited and, perhaps, modified these deposits. In

addition, much o-f the data, if left uninterpreted, would sim-

ply remain a collection of curiosities with little practical

value or applicability in other areas.

The following listing of glacial events is intended as a

summary only and draws on some of the numerous authors who

have -presented comprehensive works about the glacial history

of the Great Lakes region. Also, the emphasis of the summary

IS for the eastern Great Lakes area, that is, primarily for

the Lake Ontario basin and to some extent the Lake Huron

basin. The glacial events in central Southern Ontario 3ire

presented in accordance with the summaries of Hough (1958),

Prest (1971) and Dreimanis (1977a, 1977b), as well as the

studies by Deane (1950) for the Lake Simcoe area, Gravenor

(1957) for the Peterborough-Lindsay area, Mirynech (19<b7)

for the Kingston-Cobourg-Tweed area and others. However,

this summary draws mainly on the work of Gravenor (1957)

and Fullerton (1980) who presented a correlation of glacial

and proglacial lakes, tills and related features from eastern

Misconsin to western Vermont and Quebec. Some of the work

of the above authors are, in part, reproduced to facilitate

an understanding of glacial events and sequences in the
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current study area.

Prest (1971) summarizes that "... early in Classical

Wisconsin time the glaciers flowed of-f the Laurentian High-

lands into St. Lawrence Valley and, upon filling the valley,

sought escape northeastward towards the Gulf of St. Lawrence

and southwestward towards the Ontario basin." Also, "...in-

formation on the retreat of the Labrador sector of Laurentide

Ice Sheet is naturally far more abundant than the last

glacial events, modified only in part by postglacial changes,

whether erosional or deposi ti onal . After the Wisconsin

glacial maximum it is probable that there was thinning of the

ice sheet over a broad marginal zone as the ice front

retreated." Thinning and retreat of the ice margin from the

furthest point of advance resulted in the formation of a

series of proglacial lakes within the Great Lakes basins.

From the earliest Lake Chicago and Lake Maumee, repeated and

periodic advances and retreats of the ice front resulted in

fluctuations of lake levels, changes in lake outlets, and, as

the ice receded further, the creation of new glacial lakes

in other basins. Hough (1958, Table 22) and Fullerton (198(':))

present correlation charts of the glacial history in the

Great Lakes region, a modified version of theirs has been

reproduced (Table 11).

(I) The deglaciation of central Southern Ontario began

with the ice retreat from the Port Huron stadial maximum

limit. The Oak Ridges interlobate moraine, constructed by

deposition between the Lake Simcoe lobe to the north and the
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Ontario lobe (in Lake Ontario basin to the south), marks the

approximate border between these ice lobes. Based on the

size of the moraine, Gravenor (1957) suggests that these

lobes occupied their respective positions intermittently dur-

ing most of Wisconsin time. Drainage of meltwater was shown

by Deane (1950) and Chapman and Putnam (1966) to be in a

southerly direction along the Niagara escarpment into glacial

Lake Warren (Fig. 23).

(2) Continued retreat of the Lake Simcoe lobe resulted in

the ponding of lakes between the ice and Oak Ridges moraine.

Gravenor (1957) notes varved clay deposits just west of the

city of Peterborough that pre-date the Schomberg ponding

stage and also at Garden Hill (south of Oak Ridges moraine)

at an elevation above the glacial Lake Iroquois shoreline.

Although no elevation for the Garden Hill exposure is given,

the elevation of Garden Hill is between 183m (600 ft. asl

)

and 213m (700 ft. asl) on the topographic map. If 19am (650

ft. asl) is assumed, the varves may be correlative with

Fullerton's (1980) Lake Dana and Lake "Hyper— Iroquois" which

attained a level of about 198m to approximately 207-213m in

the western and eastern Ontario basin. In addition, it

would approximately coincide with the reported increased

discharge through the Chicago outlet during Toleston I phase

of L«ka Chicago and the lowering levels of Early Lake

Algonquin in the Michigan and Huron basins. Drainage of the

above mentioned lake phases are indicated by Fullerton as

occurring via the Chicago and/or Port Huron outlets either
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Fig. 23 Glacial Lake Warren stage of the Lakes Erie and
Huron basins (after Prest, 1971).

Fig. 24 Glacial Lake Schomberg stage (after Prest, 1971)
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simultaneously, or, at di-f-ferent times for the Michigan-Huron

basins and via Syracuse channels -for Ontario basin. Continu-

ed use of these outlets occurred until such time as the Lake

Simcoe lobe receded sufficiently north to allow discharge via

Kirkf ield-Fenelon Falls and Trent Valley river systems (Deane

1950; Prest, 1971). Although no evidence of the extent of

ice recession was found, Gravenor (1957), on the basis of

bedrock erosion along the upper Indian River gorge, speculat-

es that if ice receded sufficiently north to open the

Kirkf ield-Fenelon Falls outlet then the Lindsay-Peterborough

area was ice-free. Fullerton (1980), on the other hand, does

not indicate an "early" Kirkfield phase.

If the preceeding speculations are accepted, then at

least part of the current study area was ice free. Also, if

an assumed elevation of 198m is interpolated into the current

study area, it would seem reasonable that most of the south-

ern portion of the study area was below Lake "Hyper-Iroquoi s"

water level

.

(3) Gravenor (1957) shows the final advance of the Lake

Simcoe lobe overriding the Oak Ridges moraine and meeting the

Ontario lobe near the present Lake Ontario shoreline. During

this advance the till was deposited and formed into drumlins.

Am noted by Gravenor (1957), the near east-west alignment of

drumlins in the vicinity of the Bay of Quinte suggests for-

mation by the Ontario lobe. Within the present study area,

drumlin alignments zoned from east to west (Fig. 8; Table 6)

indicate a "curving" of ice flow direction from a north-south
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orientation in the vicinity of Stoco Lake to one o-f a more

normal northeast-southwest orientation further south (Fig.

8). On the basis of this reorientation of drumlin long axis

direction, it is suggested that, the two lobes were either

confluent or bifurcating in the vicinity of Stoco Lake,

Beaver Lake and Salmon River. The lack of medial moraines in

this vicinity could be explained through subsequent removal

by meltwaters draining along the Salmon River (Figs. 4, 5)

and the esker at Beaver Lake. The bifurcation of an ice mass

with no deposition of a medial moraine is favoured. Further

supportive evidence would be the abrupt increase in F'recam-

briafi lithology contents for the area between the esker at

Beaver Lake and the Salmon River. The area near and east of

Salmon River averages 42.4 percent Precambrian lithologies

(12 samples) while the area near the esker averages 9.2

percent (16 samples).

(4) Retreat of the Lake Simcoe lobe resulted in the

formation of a series of lakes collectively called the

Schomberg pondings (Gravenor, 1957). In the Peterborough-

Lindsay area glacial Lake Peterborough, and, prior to the

maximum development of Lake Peterborough, glacial Lake

Jackson began to form. Gravenor (1957) shows that drainage

was to the east through Rice Lake and presumably through the

Trent Valley. Drainage through the Trent Valley may have

flowed along the edge of the Ontario lobe and into the Peel

Ponds which preceded glacial Lake Iroquois (Terasmae, 1980),

or, into Lake Iroquois which may have been in existance in
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the western to central Ontario basin (Fig. 24). Fullerton

(1980) indicates Lake Iroquois in the western Lake Ontario

basin at about 12,300 yrs. B.P. (Lewiston phase with radio-

carbon dates of 12,080, 12,100 and 12,660 yrs. B.P.) and the

main phase o-f glacial Lake Iroquois in the central to eastern

part of the basin as greater than 10,900 yrs. B.P. (average

of 9 dates ranging from 10,040 to 11,760).

(5) As noted by Gravenor (1957) in the Peterborough-

Lindsay areAf the retreat of the Simcoe lobe was predominant-

ly by downwasting. In the present study area, occurrences of

blocks of moderately modified till (Fig. 25) in the esker

deposits and esker deposits containing mainly Precambrian

lithologies (Fig. 26) well south of the Precambrian-Paleozoic

contact, would add support to the evidence presented by

Gravenor.

(6) The Dummer moraine may define a halt in the advance

of the Lake Simcoe lobe. Dreimanis (1977a) states that

"...the ex i stance of the post-Twocreekan glacial readvance is

uncertain at present, particularly because of absence of

evidence on glacial readvances over dateable organic remains

of Two Creeks age. This lack of evidence in south-central

and eastern Ontario may be due to the relatively rough ter

—

rain of medium elevation in between the Lake Huron basin and

the St. Lawrence Lowland, which prevented development of

actively o«ci Hating lobes. However, no evidence of the

po«t-TwQcreekan readvance has been found even in the Lake

Huron depression, the type »r»a of the preceding Port Huron
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Fig. 25 Modified till at esker site 104.

Fig. 26 Esker site 14-1 showing mainly Precambrian
1 ithologies.
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advance. Karrow et al . may be right: "That the Valders

advance has not been recognized in Ontario, may simply

re-flect a lack of appropriate study in the right places."

They reiterate some earlier suggestions that the 50-65 km

readvance to the Lake Simcoe moraine o-f Deane "may be the

Ontario equivalent of the "Valders" readvance."." Also,

Fullerton (1980) cites Henderson (1973) as indicating that

the formation of the Dummer moraine was aproximately synchro-

nous with south-westward movement of the ice of the "Upper

Rideau-Newboro Lakes lobe" west of Brockville, Ontario.

However, the cited Henderson publication makes no mention of

an "Upper Rideau-Newboro Lakes lobe".

Within the current study areaf no evidence for a

readvance of the Lake Simcoe lobe that would be synchronous

with the post-Twocreekan glacial readvance of the Lake

Michigan lobe was found. The inclusion of unarmoured till

balls, clay balls and fissile till shards in the Dummer till

deposits, although attesting to the re-incorporation of

previously deposited lodgement till and other sediments, are

not considered as supportive evidence for a readvance of the

Lake Simcoe lobe.

The general lack of a distinct contact between the

drumlinized till and Dummer till; the occurrence of virtually

identical lithology contents marked only by a difference in

shape and roundness between the two tills; and the moderate

fining in grain size, s««ffl to preclude a break in sedimenta-

tion followed by a subsequent readvance and renewed
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deposition. In addition, the apparent simultaneous erosion

and deposition (within 2-3 km of the source area) would

explain the re-erosion of previously deposited till. It is,

therefore, suggested that the drumliniEed till and Dummer

till are synchronous deposits reflecting their relative ice

positions and modes of deposition.

(7) Further retreat of the Lake Simcoe lobe, beyond

Kirkf ield-Fenelon Falls, allowed waters from glacial Lake

Algonquin to flow in an eastward direction through the

Peterborough-Lindsay Btrea into Rice Lake and by way of the

Trent Valley into Lake Iroquois (Gravenor, 1957; Fullerton,

1980) <Fig. 27).

Fig. 27 Glacial Lakes Algonquin and Iroquois stage in Lakes
Huron and Ontario basins (after Prest, 1971).
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C0I^4CLUSI0NS and RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions

(1) The dispersal of bedrock lithologies in glacial sedi-

ments is presented in -figures 20, 21 and 22. The i so-

pleth maps show the characteristic patterns for the

study areai and indicate:

(a) glacier -flow was approximately across the strike of

the limestone strata; (b) glacial ice and meltwaters

were largely responsible for the dispersal of bedrock

lithologies; (c) the distribution of drift in the study

areai may have been strongly influenced by topography and

the regional structural trends. In many places the

advancing glacier followed pre-existing valleys or bed-

rock lows. As a result, the present major valleys were

formed by glacial erosion and later, were the sites of

esker deposition and erosion by sediment laden

meltwater; (d) the "crystalline" erratics occur in rel-

atively small quantities, but, are mingled with the

other constituents of till. However, the igneous rocks

show an anomalous distribution pattern in their occur-

rence in esker deposits of which they may form the major

component. Also, within the esker deposits, igneous

rocks extend further onto the limestone plain than in

the adjacent till.

(2) The down-ice abundance trend of till components indicate

a dispersal pattern that shows the concentration of a

given lithology type will peak within a few kilometers
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0+ the source followed by a rapid decline and there-

after, a more gradual decrease with increasing distance

(Fig. 22).

(3) Evidence that the Dummer till and druml ini zed till may

have been -formed during a single event is presented.

Also, the -field sirea situation and its compliance with

the glacial processes described by glaciol ogists was

discussed. That these processes were active during the

last glaciation is evident. The drumlinized till plain

was deposited by lodgement and basal melt-out mechanisms

whereas the Dummer till was deposited by ablation

. -processes. A rather extensive subglacial drainage net-

work may have existed at the glacier bed within the

Shield area and may have drained the ice base through

two large conduits located at the present site o-f the

Tweed esker and Norwood esker.

(4) The dispersal trains have sharp edges and high litholo-

gical contrasts which can be used for mapping at a

detailed scale.

(5) Tills are pre-f erred as sampling media in studies of

dri-ft dispersal. Bedrock lithologies are better reflec-

ted in lodgement till than ablation till or washed-

stratified deposits.
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Reconimendat 1 ons

(1) happing the abundance o-f lithologies is an e-f-ficient

guide in the determination of ice movements and flow

directions. The dispersal trains have sharp edges and

high lithological contrasts which can be used for map-

ping at a detailed scale. However, for optimum results,

several grade sizes within the matrix fraction and

several "indicators" should also be examined. It is

thought that this technique could aid greatly in the

understanding of stratigraphic and areal relationships

of the various deposits. In addition, such studies

could be useful in the interpretation of glacial

processes of ice-age ice sheets and post-deposi ti onal

weathering.

(2) The Dummer till deposits should be examined in detail

to determine the applicability of Shaw's (1979) model

for the genesis of Rogen moraines to the formation of

Oummer till deposits. If the model presented by Shaw

(1979) does apply, the formation of Dummer till would

be contemporaneous with the drumlinized till. However,

considering the height of the north facing escarpments

of the limestone plain (7 to 30m), rather thin ice

conditions would be required to initiate stagnation at

these sites. The implication would then be that the

Main Lake Algonquin phase could be attributable to

crustal rebound that could have occurred quite rapidly

(Terasmae, 1980). In addition, this mechanism could
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explain the increase o-f Precambrian lithologies further

south in the Peterborough-Lindsay area (Gravenor,

1957).
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LIST OF SAMPLES

83PAR0007 SAND AND GRAVEL, top of pit, sand with gravel
lenses at top and gravel at bottom.

a.3PAR0007A SAND AND GRAVEL, bottom o-f pit, rotten granites
and gneisses.

a3PAR000a SAND, oxidized.

a3PAR0010 SAND AND GRAVEL, top of pit, rotten PE pebbles,
clay balls suspected to be MVCC.

a3PAR0010A WOOD, -from contact o-f soil horizon and gravel.

83PAR0010B SAND AND GRAVEL, bottom o-f pit.

83PAR0011 SAND AND GRAVEL, ESKER, top ai esker.

B3PAR0011A GRAB SAMPLE,

83PAR0011B SAND, near base of esker, dark brown grey.

83PAR0012 TILL, SILTY-SANDY, brown to brownish grey to grey
to yellow.

a3PAR0013 TILL, SILTY-SANDY, balled sample in >6mm frac-
tion, rotten PE pebbles, MVCC.

83PAR0014-1 TILL, fining in southerly direction, clasts only,
rounded.

83PAR0014R GRAB SAMPLE.

a3PAR0015 GRAB SAMPLE, gravel pit on flank of esker, >6mm
fraction mainly rounded.

83PAR0015A SAND AND GRAVEL, ESKER.

83PAR0016 TILL, STONEY, till shards in >6mm fraction.

83PAR0017 TILL, SILTY-SANDY, rounded till balls in >6mm
fraction, rotten PE.

83PAR0017A ROCK SAMPLE, whitish to pinkish material (CaC03?)

83PAR0017B GRAB SAMPLE, many clay balls,

83PAR0018 TILL, STONEY, top, till shards xn >6 and <6>4mm
fraction.

83PAR0018A TILL, STONEY, mid, rotten PE.

83PAR0018B TILL, STONEY, bottom.
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83PAR0019 TILL, STONEY.

a3PAR0019A GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0020 TILL, SILTY-SANDY, -few till balls, rotten PE.

83PAR0021 SAND AND BRAVEL, ESKER, loose rounded pebbles
with + heavy cementing o-f sand size grains to
pebbles, thin -film CaC03 on sur-face creating
cementing, stratified.

83PAR0021A SAND AND BRAVEL, ESKER, cemented, stratified.

83PAR0022 TILL, SILTY-SANDY, fissile.

83PAR0023 TILL, SILTY-SANDY, till chunks in >6mm fraction,
till balls in <6>4mm fraction, stringers of silt
+ perpendicular to base following fractures.

83PAR0024 SAND, sand balls, yellow sand with + horizontal
stringers reddish yellow-brown oxidation bands.

83PAR0025 TILL, STONEY, till balls.

B3PAR0026 TILL, STONEY, subrounded to angular, 1 LMST
cobble.

83PAR0027R BRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR002a TILL, STONEY, subrounded to angular, till balls.

83PAR0029 TILL OVER SAND, fissile, contact visible.

83PAR0029A SAND, aggregates of froth-like make-up in <6>4mm
fraction.

83PAR0029B GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0030 TILL, SANDY, top.

83PAR0030A TILL, SANDY, mid, iron cemented balls, oxide zone
str i ngers.

83PAR0030B TILL, SANDY, bottom.

83PAR0031 SAND AND GRAVEL, rounded pebbles, rotten PE.

83PAR0032 GRAB SAMPLE.

B3PAR0033 TILL, angular in ,<bmm fraction with several big
cobbles of all LMST.

83PAR0033R GRAB SAMPLE.
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83PAR0034

a3PAR0035

83PAR0036

83PAR0037

83PAR0038

83PAR0039

83PAR0039R

83PAR0040

83PAR0041

83PAR0042R

83PAR0043

83PAR0044

83PAR0044A

83PAR0045

83PAR0046R

a3PAR0047

83PAR0048

83PAR0048A

83PAR0049

83PAR0049A

83PAR0050

83PAR0051

TILL, SANDY, subrounded to angular, with CaC03
cementing in -froth-like aggregate.

SAND AND GRAVEL.

TILL;, STQNEY, boulder sizes, many -frothy whitish
CaC03 concretions in >6mm fraction.

TILL, STONEY.

TILL, SILTY-SANDY, fissile, angular pebbles.

TILL, STONEY, angular pebbles, highly oxidized.

ROCK SAMPLE.

TILL, STONEY, frothy CaC03 concretions in >6mm
and <6>4mm fraction plus many hard till balls in

<6>4mm fraction.

TILL, SANDY, pink and like dirty gravel, frothy
till balls in <6>4mm fraction.

GRAB SAMPLE.

TILL, STONEY, sandy till, reddish tint.

SAND.

GRAB SAMPLE, shards of graded silt and fine sand
(laminated), many silt balls in <6>4mm fraction.

GRAVEL.

GRAB SAMPLE.

TILL, SANDY.

TILL, till balls in >6mm fraction, silty with few
sand clasts in <6>4mm fraction.

GRAB SAMPLE.

SAND, many sand shards in >6 and <6>4mm fraction.

TILL, opposite side road from 49, very sandy
till, dirty gravel.

TILL, area of thin drift over bedrock, few sand
balls in >6mm fraction.

TILL, VERY STONEY, area of thin drift /bedrock,
subrounded to angular cobbles, sandy matrix,
matrix readily washes, stoney surface easily
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produced, few till balls in >6mm -fraction.

S3PAR0052R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0053R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0054R GRAB SAMPLE.

B3PAR0055R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0056 TILL, SILTY-SANDY, top, many till shards in .:6

and <6>4mm fraction.

a3PAR0057R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR005a SAND AND GRAVEL, ESKER, top, many large pebbles
with smaller grains cemented to them.

83PAR0058R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0059R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0060R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0061 TILL, top, many till shards in >6 and <6>4mm
fraction.

83PAR00A2R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0063 TILL, top, some till balls in <6>4mm fraction.

83PAR0064R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0065R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0066R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0067 GRAVEL WITH SAND, sandy, overlain by clean silt.

83PAR0067R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0068R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0069R GRAB SAMPLE.

a3PAR0070 TILL, STONEY, mid, grey coloured clay till, many
till balls in >6 and <6>4mm fraction.

83PAR0071R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0072R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0073R GRAB SAMPLE.
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83PAR0074 TILL, STONEY, mid, grey coloured clay till, many
till balls in >6 and <6.>4mm fraction.

83PAR0075R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0076 GRAVELLY SAND.

83PAR0076A GRAB SAMPLE, white powder after drying.

83PAR0077R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0078 TILL, SANDY.

83PAR0079 TILL, grey coloured clay till, many till balls in
>6 and <6>4mm fraction.

83PAR0080 SAND, opposite sample 79, sediment change.

83PAR0081R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0082R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0083R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0084R GRAB SAMPLE, large boulders only.

83PAR00a5 SAND.

83PAR0086 SAND OVER GRAVEL, shallow sand cover.

83PAR0087 TILL, SANDY-GRAVELLY, mid, under sand layer, sand
drape in N-S fashion.

83PAR0087R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR00a8R GRAB SAMPLE.

a3PAR00a9 SAND AND GRAVEL, ESKER, mid, red brown with wood
in sample.

83PAR0090 TILL.

83PAR0091R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0092 TILL, STICKY, clayey red till, includes source
rock.

83PAR0093 ROCK SAMPLE.

B3PAR0093R GRAB SAMPLE, flaggy nature of vol came

-

83PAR0094R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0095R GRAB SAMPLE.
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83PAR0096R GRAB SAMPLE, large cobbles to sub-boulder,

83PAR0097 SAND, mid.

83PAR0097A GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0098 TILL, top.

83PAR0099R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0100R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0101R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0102 TILL, SANDY, mid, brownish grey sand over grey
sand.

83PAR0103R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0104 TILL, SILTY-SANDY, over 1 ai n by -fluvial gravels.

83PAR0104A SAND AND GRAVEL, ESKER, in :;6>4mm fraction some
grains oolitic, clasts subangular to rounded.

83PAR0104B SAND AND GRAVEL, ESKER, mainly till shards in
>6mm -fraction.

B3PAR0104B1 SAND AND GRAVEL, ESKER, clasts subangular to
rounded.

83PAR0104C SAND AND GRAVEL, ESKER, till balls in >6mm
fraction.

83PAR0105R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0106 TILL, VERY STONEY, till balls with green hue.

83PAR0106R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0107R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0I08R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0109R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0110R GRAB SAMPLE, small boulders.

83PAR011i TILL, SILTY-SANDY, calcium carbonate concretions
in >h and <£>>4mm fraction.

83PAR0U2R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0113 TILL, STONEY, large angular blocks, sandy till,
no preferred orientation.
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83PAR011.3A TILL, STONEY, color change, few till balls in
>6mfn -fraction.

83PAR0113B TILL, STONEY, color change, slightly sandier,
reddi sh till.

83PAR0ii3R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0114R GRAB SAMPLE, few marble clasts.

83PAR0115R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0116R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0117R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0118R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0119 SAND AND GRAVEL, pit, rusty.

83PAR0120R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0121R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0122 GRAB SAMPLE, till.

83PAR0123R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0124 SAND OVER GRAVEL, sandy till (dirty gravel).

83PAR0125 SAND OVER GRAVEL, rusty.

83PAR0126R GRAB SAMPLE.

B3PAR0127 STRIAE.

83PAR0128 STRIAE.

83PAR0129 SAND OVER BEDROCK, thin, sand grades to silt.

83PAR0130 SAND AND GRAVEL, varves and many structures.

83PAR0131R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0132 SAND, COARSE.

83PAR0133 STRIAE.

a3PAR0134 BEDROCK SAMPLE.

83PAR0135 BEDROCK SAMPLE.

83PAR0136 SAND.
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83PAR01 37 BEDROCK SAMPLE.

83PAR0138 SAND.

83PAR0139 TILL, area o-f thin dri -ft/bedrock, soil clods.

83PAR0139R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0140R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0141R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0142R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0143R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0144R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0145R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0146R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0147R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0148R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0149R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0150 BEDROCK SAMPLE.

83PAR0151R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0152R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0153 TILL, VERY STONEY, grey.

83PAR0153R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0154R GRAB SAMPLE.

a3PAR0155R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0156R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0157R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0158R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0159R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0160 BEDROCK SAMPLE.

83PAR0161R GRAB SAMPLE.
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83PAR0162 SAND AND GRAVEL, ESKER.

a3PAR0163R GRAB SAMPLE.

a3PAR0164 SAND AND GRAVEL, FLUVIAL, salmon river terrs^ce,
ripple marks.

83PAR0165R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0166 TILL, SILTY-SANDY, over sand, -fissile, till balls
in >6 and <6>4mm fraction.

a3PAR0167R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0168R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0169 TILL, soil clods.

a3PAR0170R GRAB SAMPLE.

a3PAR0171R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0172 TILL, SILTY-SANDY, top, fissile, till balls in
>6 and <6>4mm -fraction.

a3PAR0173R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0174R GRAB SAMPLE.

a3PAR0175R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0176R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0177R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0178R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0179R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0180R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0181R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0182R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0183R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0184R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0ia4

83PAR0185R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0186R GRAB SAMPLE.
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83PAR0187R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0ia8R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0189R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0190R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0191R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0192R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0193R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0194R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0195R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0196R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0200R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0201 TILL, fissile and loose, till shards in >6mm
fraction, clasts subrounded to rounded.

83PAR0202R GRAB SAMPLE.

a3PAR0203 TILL, stoney, clay balls, till shards :. 6mm
•fraction, clasts subangular to subrounded.

83PAR0204 TILL, clay balls, till shards >6mm -fraction,
clasts subangular to subrounded.

83PAR0205 SAND AND GRAVEL, rounded clasts, subrounded to
rounded.

83PAR0206 TILL, STONEY, clay balls, clasts subangular to
subrounded.

83PAR0207 TILL, STONEY, clay balls, subrounded to rounded.

83PAR0208R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0209R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0210 TILL, fissile, till shards in ><bmm fraction,
few subangular to subrounded clasts in >6mm
fraction.

83PAR0211R GRAB SAMPLE.

83PAR0212 TILL, till shards in >6mm fraction, clasts sub-
rounded to rounded.
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83PAR0213R

83PAR0214

a3PAR0215

GRAB SAMPLE.

TILL, approximately IV. clay balls, subrounded to
subangular.

TILL, till balls in <6>4mm -fraction, clasts sub-
angular to subrounded.

a3PAR0216 TILL, clay balls, clasts subangular to subround-

83PAR0217

83PAR0218

83PAR0219

83PAR0220

83PAR0221

83PAR0222

83PAR0223

83PAR0224

a3PAR0225

a3PAR0226R

83PAR0227R

83PAR022a

a3PAR0229

83PAR0230R

83PAR0231

83PAR0232R

83PAR0233

ed.

TILL, STONEY, clay balls, clasts subangular to
subrounded.

SAND AND GRAVEL, ESKER, clasts only, subrounded
to rounded, CaC03 cemented sand grains to clasts.

SAND AND GRAVEL OR SANDY TILL, angular clasts.

TILL, SILTY-SANDY, till shards in >6mm fraction,
clasts subangular to subrounded.

TILL, SANDY OR SAND AND GRAVEL, clasts only,
subangular.

TILL, STICKY, clay balls, clasts angular, a few
rounded.

TILL, SANDY, clasts only, subangular.

TILL, STONEY, increased clasts in >6mm fraction,
angular.

SAND, area of thin drift/bedrock, silt.

GRAB SAMPLE.

GRAB SAMPLE.

TILL, STONEY, clasts only, subangular to sub-
rounded.

TILL, SANDY, loose, till shards, few subrounded
clasts.

GRAB SAMPLE.

TILL, SILTY-SANDY, increased clay balls in < 6 >4mm
fraction, few clasts subrounded to angular.

GRAB SAMPLE.

TILL, SANDY, clasts only, subangular to sub-
rounded.
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83PAR0234R

83PAR0235R

83PAR0236R

83PAR0237R

83PAR0238

83PAR0239R

a3PAR0240

a3PAR0241

83PAR0242

83PAR0243

83PAR0244

83PAR0245

83PAR0246

83PAR0247

83PAR0248R

83PAR0249

83PAR0250

83PAR025

1

83PAR0252

83PAR0253

83PAR0254

83PAR0255

GRAB SAMPLE.

GRAB SAMPLE.

GRAB SAMPLE.

GRAB SAMPLE.

TILL, SANDY, -flat till shards, clasts subrounded
to subangul ar.

GRAB SAMPLE.

TILL, many sandy-si Ity cemented balls with clay,
clasts 2.5 cm or less subangular to subrounded.

TILL, SANDY, loose, clay balls, clasts sub-
rounded.

TILL, SANDY, compact, -few till balls, clasts 2.5
cm and less subangular to angular.

TILL, STONEY, increased clay balls in <6>4mm,
clasts subangular to angular.

TILL, SANDY, loose, till shards in >6mm -Fraction,
clasts subangular to subrounded.

TILL, STICKY, clay balls, clasts in >6mm to
approximately 2.5 cm, subrounded to rounded.

TILL, STICKY, clay or till balls.

TILL, STICKY, sandier, clay balls, clasts sub-
angular to angular.

GRAB SAMPLE.

TILL, SANDY, increased large clasts >6mm, sub-
angular to subrounded.

TILL, STONEY AND STICKY, clay or till balls.

SAND AND GRAVEL, ESKER, large clasts all rounded.

TILL, STICKY, sandier, clay and till balls.

TILL, SILTY-SANDY, till shards, clasts sub-
rounded to rounded.

SAND AND GRAVEL, ESKER, clasts only.

TILL, VERY SANDY, sand balls and few till balls
in <6>4mm fraction, clasts subrounded to rounded.
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83PAR0256

83PAR0257

a3PAR0258

83PAR0259

83PAR0260

83PAR0261

83PAR0262

83PAR0263

TILL, SANDY, till shards.

TILL, SANDY, till balls, clasts subrounded to
rounded.

TILL, SANDY, till balls.

SAND AND GRAVEL, ESKER, clasts only rounded.

TILL, STICKY, STQNEY, clay balls, clasts suban-
gular to subrounded.

SAND, silt balls, till balls, few clasts 1.25 cm
and less, rounded and subrounded.

TILL, STICKY, clay balls.

SAND AND GRAVEL, clasts rounded with -few sub-
rounded.

83PAR0264 SAND AND GRAVEL, clasts only angular to sub-
rounded, few rounded.

83PAR0265 TILL, SANDY WITH SAND, till shards, clasts sub-
angular to subrounded.

83PAR0266 TILL, SILTY-SANDY, till shards in < 6..-4(1)01, clasts
rounded.

83PAR0267 TILL, SILTY-SANDY, till shards, clasts subrounded
to rounded.

83PAR0268 SAND AND GRAVEL, pancake hill, clasts only,
rounded to very rounded.

83PAR0269 TILL, STONEY, clasts subangular to subrounded.

83PAR0270 TILL, STICKY, clay balls xn >6mm fraction, clasts
3.8 cm and less subrounded to subangular.

83PAR0271 SAND AND GRAVEL, clasts only, subrounded to
rounded.

a3PAR0272 TILL, STONEY, clasts only, subangular, clay
balls.

83PAR0273 TILL, STONEY, clasts subangular to angular.

83PAR0274 SAND AND GRAVEL, clasts only, subrounded to
rounded, mainly rounded.

83PAR0275 TILL, SILTY-SANDY, till shards in >6mm fraction,
clasts subangular to subrounded.
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a3PAR0276 TILL, SANDY, loose, -few till shards xn >6mm irac-
tion with an increase in <6>4mm fraction, few
clasts, SLibrounded.

83PAR0277 TILL, SANDY, loose, till shards.

83PAR0278 TILL, VERY SANDY, stoney, clasts only, subangular
to angular.

83PAR0279 TILL, SANDY, stoney, clay balls, clasts suban-
gular to subrounded.

83PAR0280 TILL, SILTY-SANDY, stoney, overlain by sand, till
shards in >6mm and <6>4mm fraction, few clasts.

a3PAR0281 SAND, cemented sand balls with iron in <6>4mm
fraction, few subrounded to rounded clasts.

83PAR0282 TILL, SANDY, clay balls, clasts 7.5 cm angular,
clasts approximately 6mm subrounded.

83PAR0283 TILL, SANDY, mostly till balls, few clasts m
>6mm fraction, angular.

83PAR0284 TILL, SANDY, sticky, clay balls, clasts sub-
angular to subrounded.

83PAR0285 TILL, STICKY, stoney, clay balls, clasts angular.

83PAR0286 TILL, STONEY, sandy, few clay balls, mainly till
shards, clasts mainly subrounded in 6mm fraction.

83PAR0287 TILL, VERY SANDY, loose, few hard till balls,
clasts < 1.25 cm subrounded and rounded.

83PAR0288 TILL, STONEY, sandy, large blocks, clasts only,
subrounded.

83PAR0289 TILL, SANDY, loose, few till shards, clasts sub-
rounded.

a3PAR0290 TILL, VERY STONEY, angular and subangular clasts.

83PAR0291 TILL, STONEY, clasts only, subangular to angular.

83PAR0292 SAND AND GRAVEL, clasts only, all subrounded to
rounded.

83PAR0292A SAND AND GRAVEL, top, coarse, clasts only, all
subrounded to rounded.

83PAR0293 SAND AND GRAVEL, ESKER, dirty sand and gravel,
clasts rounded.
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83PAR0294 SAND AND GRAVEL, ESKER, clasts only, all sub-
rounded to rounded.

83PAR0295 SAND AND GRAVEL, ESKER, clasts subrounded to
rounded

.

8.3PAR0296 TILL, SANDY, STONEY, clay balls, clasts angular.

83PAR0297 TILL, STONEY, clasts only, very angular to an-
gular, looks to be all Shadow Lake Formation.

83PAR0298 TILL, STONEY, STICKY, clay balls.

83PAR0299 TILL, STONEY, STICKY, till balls and shards in
>6mm -fraction, few clasts subangular to angular.

83PAR0300 SAND AND GRAVEL, top, clasts only, subrounded to
rounded.

83PAR0301 TILL, VERY SANDY, clasts only, all subrounded.

83PAR0302 TILL, VERY SANDY, clasts subangular to sub-
rounded.

83PAR0303 TILL, SANDY.

83PAR0304 TILL, STICKY.

83PAR0305 TILL, STONEY, sandy and sticky, clay balls,
• clasts subangular to angular.

83PAR0306 SAND AND GRAVEL, ESKER, dirty sand and gravel,
clasts only, subrounded to rounded.

83PAR0307 TILL, VERY STONEY, clasts only, angular.

83PAR0308 SAND AND GRAVEL, ESKER, clasts only, subrounded
to rounded.

83PAR0309 TILL, VERY STONEY.

83PAR0310 SAND AND GRAVEL, ESKER, clasts only, rounded.

83PAR0311 TILL, STONEY, STICKY.

83PAR0312 SAND AND GRAVEL, ESKER, dirty sand and gravel,
clasts only, all subrounded to rounded.

83PAR0313 SAND AND GRAVEL, ESKER, dirty sand and gravel,
clasts only, subrounded to rounded, CaCQ3 deposit
on some.

a3PAR0314 TILL, STONEY, sandy, clasts only, subrounded to
subangul ar

.
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83PAR0315 TILL, SIDNEY, STICKY.

83PAR0316 TILL, STICKY, stoney, silty-sandy, till shards,
approximately 6mm to 2.5cm clasts subangular to
subrounded.

83PAR0317

83PAR0318

83PAR0319

a3PAR0320

83PAR0321

83PAR0322

83PAR0323

83PAR0324

83PAR0325

83PAR0326

83PAR0327

83PAR0328

83PAR0329

83PAR0330

83PAR033i

83PAR0332

83PAR0333

83PAR0334

TILL, STICKY, silty-sandy, clay and till balls.

TILL, STICKY, silty-sandy, clay balls, clasts
subangul ar.

SAND AND GRAVEL, ESKER, clasts only, all sub-
rounded to rounded.

SOIL, silt balls in <6>4mm fraction, organic
debris, clasts subangular to subrounded.

SAND AND GRAVEL, clasts only, subrounded.

TILL, SANDY, large clasts, angular to very
angular.

TILL, SANDY, till shards, clasts rounded.

SAND AND GRAVEL, mainly sand, clasts only, sub-
rounded to rounded, some angular limestone,

TILL, STONEY, sandy, marble in sample, clasts
only, subangular to angular.

SOIL, clay balls in <6>4mm fraction, clasts only,
subangular to angular.

TILL, SANDY, clay balls.

SAND AND GRAVEL, clasts angular and rounded.

TILL, STICKY, high hematite content, many clay
balls in <6>4mm fraction.

TILL, STONEY, clasts only, angular to subangular.

TILL, STONEY, very angular clasts, subrounded to
rounded.

TILL, SAND, MIXED, clasts only, rounded, sand
balls in <6>4mm fraction, sand grains cemented to
clasts with CaC03.

SAND AND GRAVEL, bottom, clasts only, rounded.

SAND AND GRAVEL, clasts only, rounded to very
rounded.
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83PAR0335 SAND, varves.

83PAR0336 SAND AND GRAVEL, rippled sand, clasts only,
rounded, CaC03 on some.

S3PAR0337 TILL, SANDY, MIXED, clasts only, subangular, silt
balls in <6>4mm -fraction.

83PAR033S SAND, no >2mm fraction.

a3PAR0339 SAND, no >2mm fraction.

83PAR0340 SAND, no >2mm -fraction.

83PAR0341 SAND AND GRAVEL, overlain by sand, sand balls,
clasts only, rotten, subangular to angular,
mainly schists.

a3PAR0342 GRAVEL, FINE, overlain by sand, clasts only, sub-
rounded to very rounded.

83PAR0343 TILL, SANDY, dirty, clasts only, subrounded to
rounded.

a3PAR0344 TILL, STONEY, sandy, clay balls, clasts angular
and rotten.

83PAR0345 SAND OVER SILT, no .:2mm -fraction.

83PAR0346 SAND AND GRAVEL, dirty, clasts only, subrounded
to rounded.

83PAR0347 SAND AND GRAVEL, dirty, clasts only, subrounded
to rounded.

83PAR0348 SAND AND GRAVEL, dirty, clasts only, subangular
to rounded.

83PAR0349 SAND, no >2mm fraction.

83PAR0350 SAND AND GRAVEL, rusty, clasts subrounded to
rounded.

83PAR0350A

83PAR035

I

83PAR0352

83PAR0353

SAND AND GRAVEL.

TILL, STONEY, sandy, few clay balls, clasts
angular to subrounded.

GRAVEL, ESKER, clasts only, rounded to very
rounded.

GRAVEL, clasts only, subangular to angular,
smaller clasts more rounded, clay balls in <6>4mm
fraction.
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83PAR0354 TILL, STICKY, sandy, increased silt balls in
in <6>4mm -fraction.

83PAR0355 TILL, STONEY, clay balls in <6>4mm fraction,
clasts subangular to subrounded.

a3PAR0356 TILL, STONEY, sandy, clasts only, subangular to
angular

.

83PAR0357 TILL, STONEY, clay balls in >6mm -fraction, clasts
angular to subrounded.

83PAR0358 SOIL, clay balls in <6>4mm fraction, RE shards,
clasts angular and flat.

83PAR0359 TILL, STONEY, sandy, few rotted rusted clasts.

83PAR0360 TILL, STONEY, sandy, clasts only, angular.

83PAR0361 SAND, some clasts, angular to subangular and sub-
rounded.

83PAR0362 SAND, FINE GRAVEL, clasts only, rounded in >6mm
fraction.

83PAR0363 TILL, STONEY, sand over till as sample 362,
Shadow Lake Formation, red, increased clay balls
in <6>4mm fraction.

83PAR0364 TILL, STONEY, moderate clast content, many clay
balls.

83PAR0365 TILL, STONEY, moderate clast content. Shadow Lake
Formation, red, clasts very angular, clay balls
in <6>4mm fraction.

83PAR0366 SAND AND GRAVEL, clasts only, subrounded to
angular

.

83PAR0367 TILL, STONEY, clasts angular.

83PAR0368 TILL, STONEY, STICKY, clay balls in <6>4mm frac-
tion, clasts subangular to angular.

83PAR0369 SAND, SOME GRAVEL, outwash, few silt and clay
balls, clasts angular.

83PAR0370 SAND AND GRAVEL, clasts only, subangular to
subrounded.

83PAR0371 TILL, STONEY, clasts only, subangular.

83PAR0372 SAND AND GRAVEL, rounded, clasts angular to sub-
rounded, few clay balls.
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a3PAR0373 TILL, SILTY-SANDY, clasts subrounded to rounded.

83PAR0374 BEDROCK, deeply weathered, Methuen Lake.

a3PAR0375 TILL, VERY STONEY, clasts only, angular to very
angular, all Shadow Lake Formation.

83PAR0376 TILL, STONEY, clasts only, angular to very
angular.

83PAR0377 TILL, STONEY, clasts only, angular to subangular.

83PAR0378 TILL, STONEY, area thin dri -ft /bedrock , clasts
subangular to subrounded, clay balls.

83PAR0379 TILL, STONEY, clasts angular to subangular.
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SAMPLE NO. X PAL

PERCENT LITHOLOGY

7. PE y. SHADOW LAKE.. X OTHER.





PERCENT HTHOLOGY

SAMPLE NO. X PAL X FE •/. SHADOW LAt E. . 7. OTHEK.

83PAR0043
83PARl?044
83PAfC0044A
83PARi!i045
83PAR0046R
83PAR*S47
83PARli>048
83PARld048A
83PAR0049
83PAR13049A
83PAR1J050
83PAR0031
83PAR0052R
83PAR0053R
a3PAR00S4R
e3PAR00S5R
83PAR005A
83PAR0057R
83PAR0058
83PAR0058R
a3PAR0059R
83PAR0060R
83PAR006t
83PAR0062R
83PAR0063
83PAR0064R
83PAR00&SR
83PAR0066R
83PAR0067
83PAR0067R
a3PAR0068R
83PAR00S9R
e3PAR0070
83PAR0071R
83PAR0072R
83PAR0073R
83PAR0074
83PAR0075R
e3PAR0076
83PAR0076A
83PAR0077R
83PAR0078
83PAR»079
e3PAR00e0
83PAR00etR
e3PAR0082R
83PAft0083R
83PAR0084R
83PAR008S
e3PAR00a6
83PAR0087
83PAR0087R
83PAR00eaR
83PAR0089
BrPAR0090

90.87





PERCENT . L I THOLOG

Y

SAMPLE NO. '/. PAL





SAMPLE NO. X PAL.

PERCENT LITHOLOGV

'/. PE •/. SHADOW LAKE. . X OTHER.

83PARtil34
83PAR0135
83PARI? 1 36
83PAKl.n37
83PARl!ll38
83PAR0139
83PAR0139R
83PAR0140R
83PAR0141R
B3PARi?142R
83PAR1S143R
83PARIJ144R
a3PARlJH45R
83PARI9X46R
a3PAR0147R
83PARI9148R
83PAK0149R
83PAR01S«^
83PARi3151R
83PARi?152R
83PAR0153
83PARi«l53R
83PAR0154R
83PAR0155R
83PAR01S6R
83PAR0157R
83PARiJ158R
83PAR13159R
83PAReH6lJ
83PAftl!il61R

83PAR0162
83PARi3163R
83PAR0164
83PAR016SR
83PAP|<)166
a3PAR0167R
83PAR0168R
83PAR0169
83PAR0170R
83PAR0171R
83PAR0172
83PAR0 J 73R
83PAR0174R
a3PARiitl75R
83PAR0176R
83PAR0I77R
O3PAR0178R
83PAR0179R
83PAR0180R
83PAR0ieiR
83PAR0ia2
a3PAR0183R
e3PAR0l84
83PAR0i84R
8:PAft0185R
8r>AR0l86R
8:PAR0187R
e3PAR0188R
83PAR0ia9f<
83PAR0190R
e3PAR019iR
e3PAR0192R
a3PAP0J93R
e3PARH194R
B^APi*195R
e3PAHK*l96R

0.00





StWtf'Lt NO. 7. PAL 7. PE





f-ERCENT LITHOLOGY

SAMPLE NO.

85PARia::54
8r.PAftEt;S5

85PARe256
B3PARk>257
83PAR0258
B3PARk>259
83PARU2S9A
e3PAR0260
83PARKI26

1

eTFAR0262
83PARI3263
83PAR0264
83PAR0265
83PAR0265A
83PAft0266
83PAR13267
83PAR0268
83PAR0269
83PAR0270
83PAR027J
83PAR0271A
83PAR0272
83PAR0273
83PAR0274
e3PAR0275
83PAR0276
83PAR0277
83PAR0277A
83PAR027a
83PAR0279
83PAR0280
83PAR0281
83PAR0282
B3PAR0283
B3PAR0284
83PAR02BS
83PAR0286
B3PAR02e7
e3FAR028a
83PAR0289
83PAR0290
83PAR029J
e3PAR0292
B3PAR0292A
e3PAR0293
83PAR0293A
a3PAR0294
83PAR0295
83PAR029A
83PAR0297
B3PAR029a
83PAR0299
e3PAR0300
83PAR0:01
8:PAR0302

y. PAL. •/. PE.

77.





PERCENT LITHOLOGY

SrtMPLE NO. •/. PAL X PE





PERCENT LITHOLOGV

SAMPLE NO. •/. PAL :'. Pt
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Grain-size analyses
Southern Ontario.

•for selected samples from central
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SAMPLE NO.

83PAR0091R
83PAR0092
83PAR0093
83PAR(.'f093R

83PAR0094R
83PAR0095R
83PAR0096R
83PAR0097
83PAR0097A
83PAR0098
83PAR0099R
83PAR0100R
83PAR0101R
83PAR0102
83PAR0103R
83PAR0104
83PAR0104 -1

83PAR0104A
a3PAR0104A-l
83PAR0104B
83PAR0104B-1
83PAR0104C
83PAR0105R
83PAR0106
83PAR0106R
83PAR0107R
83PAR0108R
83PAR0109R
83PAR0110R
83PAR0111
83PAR0112R
83PAR0113
83PAR0113A
a3PAR0113B
83PAR0113R
83PAR0114R
83PAR0115R
83PAR0116R
83PAR0117R
83PAR0118R
83PAR0119
e3PAR0120R
83PAR0121R
83PAR0122
83PAR0123R
83PAR0124
83PAR0125
83PAR0126R
83PAR0127
83PAR0128
83PAR0i29
83PAR0130
83PAR0131R
83PAR0132
83PAR0133

SAMPLE LOCATION

NTS

31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
3iC/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/11
31C/11
31C/11
31C/11
31C/11
31C/11
3ic/ii
31C/11
31C/11
31C/11
31C/11
31C/11
31C/11
31C/11
31C/11
31C/11
31C/11
31C/11
31C/U
31C/11
31C/11
31C/11
31C/11
31C/13

UTM

18269349291
18272749295
18272849297
18272849297
18273249299
18273649289
18273749287
18277249279
18277249279
18279249257
18280349228
18280349220
18280149201
18281349200
18284749205
18290049219
18290049219
18290049219
18290049219
18290049219
18290049219
18290049219
18293149238
18293949253
18293949253
18297649256
18287349109
18287849112
18289649117
18290349120
18290749119
18303649334
18303649334
18303649334
18303649334
18303649336
18305449341
18305949357
18303549472
18303949485
18304449485
18304949470
18305149460
18304449466
18303949465
18305749429
18308249400
18309149391
18311749380
18311849378
18313149341
18314349334
18319849312
18322049404
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SAMPLE NO.

83PAR0 1 34
8 5PAR0135
83PAR0136
83PAR0137
83PAR0138
83PAR0139
83PAR013VR
83PAR0140R
83PAR0141R
83PAR0142R
83PAR0143R
83PAR0144R
83PAR0145R
83PAR0146R
83PAR0147R
83PAR0i48R
83PAR0149R
83PAR0150
83PAR0151R
83PAR0152R
83PAR0153
83PAR0 1 53R
a3PAR0154R
83PAR0155R
83PAR0156R
83PAR0157R
83PAR0158R
83PAR0159R
83PAR0160
83PAR0161R
83PAR0162
83PAR0163R
83PAR0164
83PAR0165R
83PAR0166
B3PAR0167R
83PAR0168R
83PAR0169
83PAR0170R
83PAR0171R
83PAR0172
83PAR0173R
83PAR0174R
83PAR0175R
83PAR0 1 76R
83PAR0177R
83PAR0178R
83PAR0179R
83PAR0180R
83PAR0iaiR
83PAR0182
83PAR0183R
83PAR0184
83PAR0184R
83PAR0185R

SAMPLE LOCATION

NTS

31C/12
31C/12
31C/12
31C/12
31C/12
31C/12
31C/12
31C/12
31C/12
31C/12
31C/12
31C/12
31C/12
31C/12
31C/12
31C/12
31C/12
31C/12
31C/6
31C/6
31C/6
31C/6
31C/6
31C/6
31C/6
31C/6
31C/6
31C/6
31C/6
31C/6
31C/6
31C/6
31C/6
31C/6
31C/6
31C/6
31C/6
31C/6
31C/6
31C/6
31C/6
31C/6
31C/6
31C/6
31C/6
31C/6
31C/6
31C/6
31C/6
31C/6
31C/6
31C/6
31C/6 31C/11
31C/11
31C/11

UTM

18271149437
18271149435
18271349438
18270649428
18271149413
18270549344
18270549344
18270849336
18270849332
18270949331
18271049329
18274849336
18274949338
18277049349
18294149401
18294549399
18297949393
18300249349
18319749035
18322149039
18323149053
18323149053
18320549065
18321549079
18321949080
18322949103
18323649105
18322449135
18323349145
18325149148
18326549150
18328149097
18333449062
18330749053
18331049042
18334649030
18336349070
18339749105
18339649129
18338149120
18338049117
18334749105
18336649136
18337549160
18334249158
18333549163
18335249180
18338049228
18338049230
18338349242
18339349235
18340149248

18337149300
1833S549316
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SAMPLE LOCATION

SAMPLE NO. NTS UTM

83PAR0186R 31C/11 18335149309
83PAR0187R 31C/11 18334449307
83PAR0188R 31C/11 18332849309
83PAR0189R 31C/11 18330549307
83PAR0190R 31C/6 18312549239
83PAR0191R 31C/6 18312649233
83PAR0192R 31C/6 18312549232
83PAR0193R 31C/6 18312749219
83PAR0194R 31C/6 18311149195
83PAR0195R 31C/6 18309549191
83PAR0196R 31C/6 18306949183
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SAMPLE NO.

SAMPLE LOCATION

NTS UTM

83PAR0200R
83PAR0201
83PAR0202R
83PAR0203
83PAR0204
83PAR0205
83PAR0206
a3PAR0207
83PAR0208R
83PAR0209R
83PAR0210
83PAR0211R
a3PAR0212
83PAR0213R
83PAR0214
83PAR0215
83PAR0216
83PAR0217
83PAR02ia
83PAR0219
83PAR0220
83PAR0221
83PAR0222
83PAR0223
83PAR0224
83PAR0225
83PAR0226R
a3PAR0227R
83PAR0228
83PAR0229
a3PAR0230R
83PAR0231
83PAR0232R
83PAR0233
83PAR0234R
83PAR0235R
83PAR0236R
a3PAR0237R
83PAR0238
83PAR0239R
83PAR0240
83PAR024

1

83PAR0242
83PAR0243
83PAR0244
83PAR0245
83PAR0246
83PAR0247
a3PAR0248R
83PAR0249
83PAR0250
83PAR0251
83PAR0252
B3PAR0253

31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/6
31C/6
31C/6
31C/6
31C/6
31C/6
31C/6
31C/6
31C/6

18273249051
18277649085
18279349039
18279549038
18280949043
18283849053
18283249051
18282149049
18286449069
18287949081
18293249111
18296049119
18297649134
18300149148
18296149150
18295149146
18289949146
18271949199
18272749248
18274149258
18274549257
18275449267
18276049276
18278149291
18280149274
18283549264
18283849254
18284349243
18285149295
18291149303
18291649279
18293249293
18295249277
18296349279
18301249296
18300949278
18297649256
18297449250
18297749247
18297949226
18294649216
18294549202
18296549208
18300949192
18295649177
18305049058
18306249069
18311949089
18312349094
18311749113
18312149125
18311449122
18309649124
18310349096
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SAMPLE LOCATION

SAMPLE NO.





SAMPLE NO.

a3PAR0.303
83PAR0304
a3PAR0305
83PAR0306
83PAR0307
83PAR030B
83PAR0309
83PAR0310
83PAR0311
83PAR0312
83PAR0313
83PAR0314
a3PAR0315
83PAR0316
a3PAR0317
e3PAR0318
a3PAR0319
83PAR0320
83PAR0321
83PAR0322
a3PAR0323
83PAR0324
a3PAR0325
83PAR0326
a3PAR0327
83PAR0328
a3PAR0329
83PAR0330
a3PAR0331
83PAR0332
a3PAR0333
83PAR0334
83PAR0335
83PAR0336
83PAR0337
a3PAR033a
83PAR0339
83PAR0340
83PAR0341
83PAR0342
83PAR0343
a3PAR0344
83PAR0345
83PAR0346
83PAR0347
83PAR034a
83PAR0349
83PAR0350
83PAR0351
83PAR0352
83PAR0353
83PAR0354
83PAR0353
83PAR0356
83PAR0357

SAMPLE LOCATION

NTS UTM

31C/6
31C/6
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/5
31C/1
31C/1
31C/1
31C/1
31C/1
31C/1
31C/1
31C/1
31C/1
31C/1
31C/1
31C/1
31C/1
31C/1
31C/1
31C/1
31C/1
31C/1
31C/1
31C/1
31C/1
31C/1
31C/1
31C/1
31C/1
31C/1
31C/1
31C/1
31C/1
31C/1
31C/1
31C/1
31C/1
31C/1
31C/1
31C/1
31C/1
31C/1

18307049270
18302349226
18290649192
18288349171
18288449164
18285849153
18285549163
18282849162
18279649139
18279649123
18280849129
18283549136
18285349142
18286449135
18284349112
18282249105
18280149097
18302149339
18301849346
18301949361
18302049363
18301949375
18303049372
18302949512
18304549318
18307249319
18306649331
18305949355
18305449372
18308149383
18303049374
18307949356
18307949337
18308049330
18309349323
18311449352
18314349353
18314249361
18313949374
18311549435
18311449438
18311749384
18316949380
18318649406
18319449417
18320149440
18319449460
18325649518
18297349318
18296949317
18300749339
18300149354
18300049356
18298549366
18299049385
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SAMPLE LOCATION

SAMPLE NO.

83PAR035a
83PAR0359
83PAR0360
83PAR0361
83PAR0362
83PAR0363
83PAR0364
83PAR0365
83PAR0366
83PAR0367
83PAR0368
83PAR0369
83PAR0370
83PAR0371
83PAR0372
83PAR0373
83PAR0375
83PAR0376
83PAR0377
83PAR0378
83PAR0379

NT«: UTM

31C/12
31C/12
31C/12
31C/12
31C/12
31C/12
31C/12
31C/12
31C/12
31C/12
31C/12
31C/12
31C/12
31C/12
31C/12
31C/12
31C/12
31C/12
31C/12
31C/12
31C/12

18298349484
18297849517
18295449549
18289249566
18297449428
18296549421
18294949406
18296249414
18288949376
18287949329
18290949315
18287249348
18283849350
18280549370
18278749368
18278449375
13271049400
18268549339
18267449366
18265149372
18263549388

i^a
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